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^77ie Women of Knox Klavern, cor

dially invite you lo be present at the

opening of their new quarters on Friday,

.I..-.-.--..:.-.-.-.- — — — — Ht {
•••
•••

June 12 in the afternoon and evening
from 2 to 10 P. M.

•••

There will be a

Steamer Ajax, of the Doyen fleet
was at Portland Saturday, on her
way from Newburyport to Stoning
ton, to load the second of three car
goes of stone she Is to deliver at the
Massachusetts port. Capt. Doyen's
new freight steamer Atlas, ls now
about ready to go into commission.
I and will leave in a few days for
' Stonington, to take on stone for New
London, Conn., she having chartered
to deliver 3,000 tons at that port.

sale fair—and a delicious supper will
be served on the lawn from 5 to 7 at 50c

per plate.

The lasting and crowning privilege •••
of friendship is constancy.-Hfiouth.
•••

An orchestra will play.

Admission Will be by ticket only, and
is, yours for the asking.

68-70

Sin SEWING MACHINE CO.

YOU'LI, be delighted with

Moved To New Store in Bicknell Block

Food of proven purity served

Formerly occupied by E. O’B. Gonia

a

SPECIAL TRADES

eaten • here.

in the style that will please
you.

Extra allowance on old machines taken in trade
during the month of June

dinner

Appetizing salads and

desserts that will cause you

to talk about us.
Get

acquainted with
“Bill O’Fare

1 Standard Box Top, 1 New Companion
2 Whote Rotary Machines; 1 Standard Rotary;

Newberfs Cafeteria

CASH OR TERMS

Rockland's Finest Eating Place

Several Used Singer Machines

Repair Work on All Make of Machines

NEEDLES

BELTS

OIL

A. H. FULLER, Manager

FOR REST
AND COMFORT
Insist on Having

TEL. 1072-W

68»69

A UT 0 MOB IL E

Beds
Springs, Mattresses
AT YOUR DEALERS

LIABILITY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE

INSURANCE
Special "6 months” policy at following rates:

$11.50 for moat 4 cylinder cars
13.50 for most 6 cylinder cars
THE "AMERICAN COMPANIES" ONLY AGENCY

E. C. MORAN & CO.
General Agents for State of Maine

v

Lowest Rates

x

Local Claim Service

NEW
BATTERY
$1450
In Exchange For Your Old
Battery

Dodge Battery $24.50

sea'view
BATTERY SERVICE

___ ^'At the Sign of ®.
li North National Bank
OUR SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES are protected

by heavy caae-hardened steel, massive walls
of solid concrete and other safeguards that
ara much more substantial than an ordinary
safe and are practically Fire and Burglar
Proof.

Limited United States Depository
United States Depository for Postal Savings Funds.
Member of Federal Reserve Bank
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

THE
FOREMOST

THING

TO LOOK FOR
The foremost thing to
look for in a banking con
nection is safety—then
service.
The Rockland
National Bank affords
you both of these essen
tial qualities and cordial
ly invites your Checking
Account.
•
4% INTEREST PAID

on

“Mark Every Grove”
Write, call or phone and have them erected before Memorial Day.
Dealera in All Kinde of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work.
Tolophone Connection

A large etock of Cemetery Memoriale in Marble or Foreign and
Native Granitee; ready to be lettered for your Cemetery Plot.

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
T-tf

EAST UNION, MAINE

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

IDE
Rockland
National
Bank

Volume 80................. Number 69.

THE GOVERNORS’ ITINERARY

TALK OF THE TOWN

New Honor Falls To Prof. C. Clarence Robinson To Be
Maynard Brasler, express mes
One of the Speakers At the Luncheon At Camden Yacht Club Fourth of July After- senger, embarked on
<
a fortnight's
Wilbert Snow, a Knox
June Meeting.
noon Ends a Week of Eestivities: vacut‘°n ye8terd^_
County Boy.
Lueien K. Green, head of the fur
Clarence C. Robinson of New
C. Wilbert Snow, Bowdoin 1907, at
department at the Fuller-Cobbtoka,
”
will
be
despatched
from
New
While
it
appears
that
Rockland
is
present professor of English at Wes York, a nationally known figure of
Davis Htore, ls having a week's va
leyan University has been awarded the Young Men’s Christian Associa to have no direct share in entertain York for the governors'.visit.
cation.
A
statewide
cruise
on
the
Shenan

the prize in the alumni poetry compe tion of North America, is to be one ing the governors when they come to
tition conducted in connection with of the Instructors at the Leadership Maine a few weeks hence for their doah will he afforded the party, the
Patrolman Harold W. Philbrook
the centennial commencement of the Conference which will be held at annual conference, there is a feeling ship returning through Aroostook moves this week into the Payson
Cobbosseecontee, Winthrop, of community pride that the visit of county, and over Bangor on her way house at 163 Pleasant street, which
class of 1825 in which Longfellow and Lake
the distinguished executives is to to Bar,Harbor.
June 20 to 27.
Hawthorne were graduated.
The visiting governors will also property he has just bought.
(This conference Is designed to fill have its climax in the neighboring
'Twenty-five poems were submitbe able to fly as observers in the new 1
very important place in the devel- town of Camden.
ted by almuni.
This competition
The official program, which was is amphibian planes which the army J Mrs. Ogarita Rose Rugg will
ment of Maine, as it has as its obwhich is quite novel in the hifetory
ttve the training of young men sued Saturday, states that the party will demonstrate during the confer- broadcast from Station WJY, New
of American college education, had
the same motive as the Institute of t4 become leaders. Without proper will bourd the Cyrus H. Curtis yacht, ence on the lake at Poland Spring. York, 405 meters Thursday evening,
Modern Literatue held at Bowdoin future leadership, everyone agrees, "Lyndonia," at Bar Harbor Fourth Other fast airplanes will come from' June 11, nJ 8.30.
----from May 4 to 16, namely, to make ajl the development plans for the fu of July morning at 9 o’clock, and as New Y’ork under the authorization
A. E- Morton has lately painted
the college a means of encouraging ture of the State will miss the mark. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bok of Secretary of War Wilbur and will
Mr. Robinson will give courses will cruise Frenchman’s llay and Pe be at the disposal of the governors and repaired Ralph Clark and Paul
literary endeavor in America.
Each poem was judged entirely on dealing witli the following subjects: nobscot Bay, arriving at Camden in on their way from Portland to Po- ; Sawyer’s residences and is now doits own merits as a work of art, and “How to Choose Your Life Work.” season for luncheon at 1 p. tn. land iSpring, if they wish to make ing a similar turn for Rodney I.
use of them
Thompson. Alvah B. dark’s resi
its topic and form were left entirely “How to Develop Your Personality," (standard tim^.)
The governors’ contingent reaches dence is on his waiting list.
This luncheon will be served at the
to the writer. The judges were the “The -Boy and His Girl Friends,”
poet Robert Frost,' Henry S. Canby, “The Organization of Boys Groups,” Camden Yacht Club and completes Portland, Monday, June 29, at 7 a. m.
editor of the Saturday Review of “The Characteristic of Younger and the party’s tnttnerary’. The govern After a tdrive through th** city of
There was a sound of blasting hy
Literature; Prof, S. P. Chase, of Older Boys," “The Speed of World ors will then disperse for various Portland and environs, the party day, on Myrtle street yesterday, and
will
proceed
by
motor
or
airplane,
points,
automobile
service
being
fur

Brotherhood,"
"How
to
Make
Bible
Union College; and P/ofessors Mitch
the occasion of it was the firing of
nished to take them to any part of either being optional, to Poland 26 shots to remove ledges in the
ell, Andrews, Brown and Elliott of Study Attractive to* Boys.”
Spring
House.
Poland
Spring.
Maine
they
desire.
Mr. Robinson graduated from
Bowdoin College.
Each judge ar
pathway of the new sewer. Hiram
Following a conference in the af /Welch and Marcena B. Winslow, ex
Whether the dirigible Shenandoah
rived at his decision Independently. Bpwdoln College with honors in 1900. j
ternoon
and
a
hand
concert
by
the
will
come
to
Camden
is
not
stated,
Several others poems were praised, During his college career he was ac
pert quarryinen had charge of the
hut the decision was practically tive in athletics, a prize-winner in but the giant aircraft is to be at Bar 5th U. S. Infantry Band, a business work.
session
will
he
held
in
the
evening.
Harbor,
and
it
almost
seems
that
unanimous for Mr. Snow’s ''Thanks literature, and president of the col
lege Y. M. C. A. He ls a member of this section of the Maine coast ought Two conferences will be held the fol
giving.”
A squad of six traveling salesmen
to get a glimpse of the wonderful lowing day, concluding with a ban
This poem gives a vivid and orig tfie Beta Theta Pi fraternity.
quet Tuesday evening, June 30, ten who exploit the goods of the John
jBoys’ work with the Y. M. C. A. craft.
inal rendering of an old fashioned
» • • •
dered at Poland Spring by the State Bird Co. in the extensive territory
Thanksgiving Day on a farm on the has occupied Mr. Robinson since liis
served by that big wholesale house.
Tiiat tills year's conference will be of Maine.
Maine coast.
The poem is in un graduation. After seven years’ exWednesday forenoon, July 1, the <llned at Green Gables in Camden
rhymed verse of a more or less free Ptrieqce as a local boys’ work direc the largest attended since Its organi
rythm. It will be read by Mr. Snow tor In Philadelphia and in Trenton zation ts indicated by the response party will leave Poland Spring by Saturday, and found it a very
at the exercises to be held during atid Salem, N. J., he was for two to date of the coming executives auto, passing through Lewiston and Pleasant retreat on tiiat excessively
Commencement at the college, Juno years state secretary for boys’ work Many who will be unable to arrive Auburn, and lunching at the James hot day.
17, when Edward Page Mitchell '71, in Maine. Then he accepted liis with the main party have signified G. Blaine mansion, the executive
John J. Wardwell inspector for
home of Gov. Brewster.
late of the New York Sun, and Prof. pi esent post on the National Coun their intention of motoring in.
Leaving Augusta at 3 p. m. YVed tiie American Bureau of Shipping,
Bliss Perry, of Harvard, will deliver cil.
Tax reduction, and budgeting the
He Is the author of several books appropriations for the states, will be nesday the party will arrive at the has returned from Boothbay Harbor
the addresses.
Thereafter it will be
dialing with the problems of ein- the main topic!? to occupy the visit Penobscot at 6 o'clock. Through the where he reviewed the work which
published by the college.
C, Wilbert Snow was born at pl nyed boys, among them “The Wage ing men, Governor Brewster an courtesy of the Bangor and Aroos has been done on the five-masted
took Railroad, a special train carry schooner Mary H. Dlebold, which
Whitehead.
When he was seven his E trning Boys," "The Find Yourself nounced.
parents moved to the mainland in I< pa,” and "Christian Teaching on
Augusta, Bangor, Bar Harbor and ing the governors will leave Bangor was recently side-swiped by a
order that the children might gp to S cial and Economic Questions.” He Houlton will play leading hosts to at 10 p. m. Wednesday, en route to steamer and is having its first spe
cial survey.
school.
He attended school in'the ie one of the writers for the Father tlie visitors, arrange' tents now be Aroostook County.
Arriving Thursday morning at 7|
----winter and went fishing and lobster- a fid Son Library. He also prepared ing complete for special entertain
o'clock at Fort Kent, at the north- j
A Second Battalion officers’ school,
ing'in the summer.
the report on the vocational status ment at these places.
Upon graduating from Thomaston of boyhood in tlie I'nited States for
A dinner and dance at the Penob ernmost tip of the state, a ride down j with 16 in attendance, was held at
High school Mr. Snow was attracted the World’s Conference of Y. M. scot Valley Country Club as guests the St. Croix river, and motor trips Hotel Rockland Saturday. Artillery
to Bowdoin because of its long liter C. A. Workers Among lloys, held at of the city of Bangor will be ten to Grand Falls, Canada, thence to problems were worked out under the
ary tradition.
He was the first re PUrtschach, Austria, in 1923. Mem dered the governors on Wednesday, Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
Presque direction of Lieut. De Merritt.
cipient of the Longfellow Graduate bers of New York Stock Exchange July 1, at fi o’clock.
Isle, New Sweden and Houlton, have Major Ralph YV. Brown was in
Scholarship and proceeded to study indicated their Interest in this report
charge of the school.
Major Brown
At Bar Harbor, especially elabo- been arranged.
English at Columbia, receiving the by financing and distributing many ; rate exercises have been arranged,
At Houlton a dinner nnd special went to Vinalhaven yesterday to
degree of M. A.
He has taught in copies of it.
i "Lyndonia,” the Cyrus H. Curtis entertainment will lie provided the close up the affairs of Battery H
seven American colleges, Bowdoin,
! yacht, will be placed at their dis visitors. Entraining on the "Gov which has been disbanded, and
Williams, Wesleyan, New York Uni
posal by Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bok, ernors’ Special," over the Bangor transferred to Bath.
versity, University of Utah, Indiana
who are now cruising along the and Aroostook Railroad, the party
University, and Heed College in Ore
The Thomaston High School team
Maine coast. The “Lyndonia4> with will proceed to Bar Harbor. An
gon.
He also spent a year as rein
, the governrtrs aboard, will sail along auto drive through Lafayette Na which pinned a 14 to 1 defeat onto
deer agent and Eskimp educator in
Mt. Desert, Frenchman’s Bay and tional Park, Mount Desert Island and Rockland High in a 5-lnning game
the Seward peninsula, Alaska. Dur
; Penobscot Bay and thence to Cam visit to the Ford and Rockefeller es at Thomaston Saturday, plays a re
ing the World War, he was lieutenant
turn game at Community Park to
den, where the entertainment ends. tates will follow’.
in-the artillery, and at the close was
Tea at the home of Mrs. Walter morrow afternoon at 4 o'clock. The
A feature of the yacht cruise will
commissioned captain ln the Re
be an old fashioned clambake upon Damroseh, daughter of James G. Rockland boys commit themselves
serves.
.
*
.
the shores of Frenchman’s Bay, to Blaine, at 4 o'clock, Friday after to no other promise than that it will
He has published one book of
lie given under the auspices of the noon, July 3, will he followed hy be a less one-sided contest next
poems "Maine Coast" Harcourt and
Pot and Kettle Club. A yacht race dinner and a ball at the Hotel Mal time. Thomaston is especially anxi
Brace, 1923, and has a second vol
- - ---.-iwui also..been arranged at Bar Har vern.
ous to win this game because she
ume nearly completed!
Poems and
Saturday, July 4, has been set for will thereby complete her schedule
bor, each governor to take charge of
reviews of his have appeared ip.1 ■
a yacht and the winner to be the yachting cruise on the "Lyn without a single defeat.
Scribner’s, the Century, the Forujn,
donia, ” and after the scheduled trip
awarded a silver cup.
the Nation, Poetry, the Measure, and
Francis J. P. Walsh and Frank
At Bar Harbor, the executives will of the Shenandoah, the party will
the Youth's Companion.
Transportation to any Hanrahan were among the few
board the navy dirigible Shenandoah, disband.
traveling men who Sundayed ln
which with her parent ship, “Pa- point in Maine will be furnished.
Three Crow Lily Chop Formosa
Rockland. Mr. Walsh likes the city
Tea, with Ice and Lemon.—adv.
so well that he elected to make it
AS TO OIL SPRAYS
THE RED CROSS
his residence when he became an
ASFALTSLATE
I American citizen. As the guest of
Its Recent Work of Rescue Cheaper Than Lime Sulphur I Charles S. Hall at Point Thorndike
BRAND NEW
'
1 he was mo/e than ever convinced
THIRTY FOOT
—Caution Must Be Exer that this is the proper locality to live
Carried On In the South
in. Mr. Hanrahan was born and
cised.
and West.
“The
brought up In Rockland, nnd while
his duties have called him into dis
One of the beneficiaries of Rock
(By Prof. H. P. Sweetser)
that
tant and more active fields he'd fight
land’s Community Chest ls the local
There arc two great advantages at the drop of the hat if anybody
chapter of American Red Cross. YY’o realized by the ordinary orchardist said a word against his home city.
Would also make a vtry desirable
know of its helpfulness here at home, which prompt him K> consider oil
Lobster or Fish Boat
Rain-proof, sun-proof,
and now and then the details reach spray as a substitute for his usual
YVhen Phil Jones writes his checks
frost-proof, spark-proof,
us of what It is doing In the larger program. First tfie oil sprays can nowadays he does it with a hand
non-curling, and neverfield of rescue when disaster comes be made much cheaper than lime some new gold mounted fountain
fading.
upon sections of the country.
Nor sulphur und second the disagreeable pen, which he received through the
are we to lose sight of the fact tiiat experience frequently known by the mail the other day with the compli
A roof economical in firstshould disaster in any form ever visit operator can to some extent be ments of (he Postofflce clerks. At
MARINE RAILWAYS
cost and no expense at all
the region of Rockland, we too would eliminated.
the banquet which rounded out the
Agent for
for upkeep.
have the whole machinery of thfc na- . Frofti the beginning of this pres State convention on Memorial • Day
THE RED WING MOTOR
tional organization set in motion for entation it should be understood Mr. Jones directed the community
BOAT BROKERS
Ask for our estimate.
our help.
It Is a wonderful organ that the oil sprays as we are ac singing, and it was such a pleasing
36-tf Telephone 702-W
FOi*. SALE BY
ization to be linked up with.
The customed to think of them are rec part of the evening’s entertainment
following story conies to The Cou ommended primarily for the dor tWat the local clerks wanted to em
ROCKLAND&ROCKPORT rier-Gazette from the Washington mant spray and likely enough the phasize their appreciation, which
headquarters:
question may be raised as to they did in this pleasing and ap
LIME CORP.
• « • «
whether the oil spray can be sub propriate manner. Mr, Jones also
Over
24,400
people,
victims
of
three
ROCKLAND, MAINE
stituted for lime sulphur.
received a fine letter from Mr. Dolan,
recent disasters, are now being re
There are several viewpoints secretary of the
Massachusetts
habilitated by the American Red which should be considered in an
branch, who was a special guest,
Cross.
This constitutes the largest swering the question just referred to.
and who particularly admired the
number of disaster victims ever un Probably most of our orchardists
der the care of the organization at realize that oil sprays are applied song leader’s pep.
any one time in this country.
primarily for control of scale insects.
At Cumnock, Nortl$
Carolina, Oil sprays property mixed and ap YOUR FAVORITE POEM
where
a
mine
explosion
on
May
27
plied will kill oyster shell scale so
When you begin to earn
If I had to live my life again I would
killed 51 miners, there arc ^00 people, here certainly is a real use for this
have made a rule to read some poetry and
You should begin to save.
members of the dead miners families, material.
listen to some music at least once a week.
who are being placed back on their
Another factor which should be The loss of these tastes ls a loss of happi
feet and in a position permanently considered is the cost. -If proprietary ness.—Charles Darwin.
to care for themselves after the deatli compounds are to be purchased in
ALLEN-A-DALE
of their wage earners.
small lots it is likely that the cost of
At Ausable Forks, New York, where the dormant spray will not be ma Allen-a-Dale has no fagon for burning.
Allen-a-Dale has no furrow for turning.
a fire on May 14 destroyed a part terially reduced. On the other hand Allen-a-Dale has no fleece for the spinning.
Why is he so successful? of thfe town, the American Red if the oil is purchased through co- Yet Allen-a-Dale has red gold for the wiontiit.
429 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
Cross is rehabilitating 280 people left operatlve-large-lot management there Come, read me iny riddle! come, hearken my
tale I
homeless by the fire.
We’ll tell you why.
can undoubtedly be a reduction in the And tell me the craft of bold Allen-a-DaL*.
A strictly mutual savings
In the three states of Missouri, Il total cost of the niuterial for that ap
Every successful man knows
The Baron of Ravensworth prances In pride.
bank
%
linois and Indiana which were partly plication.
And he views his domains upon Arkindalo
enough to stay inside his income.
devastated by tile tornado of March
However we must not overlook the
aide,
18, the organization is rehabilitating purpose of the dormant spray. If we The mere for his net, and the land for his
He Is smart enough to build up
DEPOSITS
game.
over 24,000 storm victims left home are expecting control of scab with this
The chase for the wild, and the park for the
a surplus that is later expressed
less hy the most destructive tornado spray, then we will he disappointed
tame;
Made during the first four
this country has ever suffered. The for the oil sprays do not control scab Yet the ftah of the lake, and the deer of the
by independence.
vale,
days of the month will
relief fund which is being adminis at least when these materials are ap
Are less free to Lord Dacre than Allen-aYou would be surprised if you
tered for tlie mid-western tornado plied as dormant and delayed dormant
Dale '.
draw interest from the first
victims will probably exceed $3.- sprays.
knew how many successful men
Allen-a-Dale
was ne'er belted a knight,
000,000.
day of that month.
In conclusion there Is one word of
nave savings accounts here.
spur be as sharp, and his blade
Tlie North Carolina Red 'Cross caution which should be given con Thoughbehis
as
bright
;
SAFE DEPOSIT B0XE8 TO RENT
Chapters are now raising a fund of cerning the application of oil sprays Allen-a-Dale Is no baron or lord.
They know that our Association
Yet
twenty
tall
yeomen will tlraw at his
$35,000 for relief work at the Cum to dormant trees. If these oil sprays
is safe.
word ;
nock mine. This, with $5,000 appro are to be applied to the orchards we And the
best of our nobles his bonnet wiil
priated by the American National must be cautious about the weather
vail.
They know, also that to have
Red Cross, is expected to completely conditions which are likely to follow. Who at Rere-cross on St-anniore meets Allenyou must eave.
a-Dale.
rehabilitate the families of the dis In a general way it may be stated
aster victims.
The American Red that we will do well to delay the ap Allen-a-Dale to his wooing ls come;
You ought to know It, too.
Cross in addition to its appropriation plication of oil sprays until there is The mother, she asked of his household and
home:
for relief pays all the expenses of tlie assurance that warm weather will "Though the castle of Richmond stand fair
ROCKLAND
relief administrations.
The Red continue. Oil sprays applied in some
on the hill,
Cross Disaster workers have heen in states during fall and mid winter 31 y hall.” quoth bold Allen, "shows gallanter
,
/Member
still;
LOAN & BUILDING
tlie Cumnock mine since the day of have killed the trees because of actual ’Tls the
Consolidated Stock Exchange
blue vault of heaven, with its cres
the explosion and all the relief work penetration following below’ zero
cent so pale.
of Mew York,
ASSOCIATION
And
with
all Its bright spangles!” said Allias heen officially turned over to the weather after the spraying. Should
54Ttf
len-a-Dale.
organization by the governor of the we make a practice of applying oil
STOCKS and BONDS
State.
sprays in late March we are certain The father was steel, and tlie mother was
Publishers of the
The Cumnock explosion Is the third to run some risk of injury to buds
1*ionfL ...
. ..
BERRY & SMITH, of Bangor
and
young growth due to actual pene- They XV
’
mine disaster ln which tlie American
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
lted Cross has given relief this year. tration of the oil to the tender tissues. But loud, on the morrow, their wall ami
SAILMAKERS
which is sent free to
their cry:
It has jus’. completed its rehabilita
investors upon request,
Successors to
Patrolman John A. Post entered He h^,
0“ *he ',SS WUh h” bOnny
tion work at Sullivan, Indiana, where
George W. Mugridge
51 mi. ers were killed on February 1ft
upon Ills duties as a member of the And she fled to ihe forest to hear a love10 STATE STREET BOSTON
AWNINGS,
TENTS,
FLAGS and also at Fairmont, West Virginia, regular force yesterday. He needed j . , ,ule’ , ,
%y
11
tu!d b»
TEAM COVERS, SPORTING GOODS whore 31 miners were killed on Marcn no coaching, having formerly served
ln that capacity.
|
—Wilier Scott.
62-tf’ 17.

CRUISER
FOR SALE

John M. Carnage
& Sons, Inc.

START
SAVING NOW

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

They are convenient and accessible during
banking hours and are strictly private.

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

WORKS FOR BOYS

§EuWgles

Tel. 837-W
689 Main Street
ROCKLAND, ME.
38-tf

There it only one set of keys to each box,
which are given to the person or firm rent
ing tho box; no one except the renter of the
box or hie duly authorized agent can get at
tha contents, not evon the officers or em
ploye* of the Bank.

WROTC PRIZE TOEM

THREE CENTS A COPY

r,-i
CHAS. P. DOW & GO. I

Shingle
Never Curls”

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 9, 1925.
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| IN SPORTING CIRCLES

The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMES A WEEK

Rockland, Maine, June 9, 1925,
Personally appeared Prana 5 Lyddle who
en oath declare* Thai he la pressman In the
nfllce of The Courier-Gazette and the’ of 'h.
tho Issue of this paper of June 6, 1925,
there was printed a total, of 6,998 copies.
Before Die,
YhANK It. MILLER,

With only one more game to play
. Thomaston High still Was an unbroken slate in the Knox and Lincoln
League, where the race long ago
| resolved itself into a battle for sec’ ond place.
Vinalhaven is the pres ent occupant of that position.
The

Notary l*ubUe.

There is no fear in love: hut per
fect love casteth out fear; because
fear hath torment. He that feareth
is not made perfect in love.—1 John
4:18.

standing.

Won Lost P. C.
Thomaston .................. 7
0
1.000
Vinalhaven .................. 4
3
.571
Camden......................
3 3
.500
Rockland .....................
1 4
.200
Lincoln ................
I6
.143
. • * •
Lincoln Academy found as many
other teams have, that it is not an
easy matter to beat Vinalhaven High
on the latter's own ground.
Satur
day’s game resulted in a victory for
the Islanders 11 to f.

MAINE, THE HEALTH STATE

When Maine with becoming mod
esty invites the attention of the
world to certain qualities which en
title her to public consideration, the
item of health should not go unre
garded. The Maine Public Health
Association, whose good work hits
often been brought to the attention
of our readers, in a recent announce
ment declared that Maine is steadily
out-distancing her sister states in
the fight for better health. The an
nouncement is based on a study of
state and* national statistics made

“Knickerbocker”

School League Drawing To a
Close—Battle For Second
Place.

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

All aboard for
the magic trip

Thomaston 14, Rockland 1

into Matrimony!

REFRIGERATORS

Jewett
Coach

JOIN OUR

*1260

REFRIGERATOR

John Flanagan. Jr., played the ro'e
F. O. B. Detroit, tax extra
of Santa Claus in Thomaston Satur
Hydraulic
four-wheel brakes (Lockheed type)
day afternoon, and with the aid of
at slight extra cost
The same men who were some o’ his associates on the Rock
land High School team presented tho
The finest Coach ever designed. Test Jewett
suspiciously busy at 0. E. Knox and i.incoln champions with
Coach beauty alongside any car whose
the first game in their annual series.
beauty you admire. Ask your wife to judge
The
home
team
was
not
kept
in
sus

This is a very fine pro
by Miss Jessamine Whitney, statisti
Davies' and C. E. Daniels’ last
pense. for the presentation was mad?
Jewett Coach beauty—ita refreshing, color
cian on the staff of the National
in the very first, a prolonged session
ful, permanent lacquer finish—its smart
position to consider. It
week are conspicuously promi filled with unutterable joy for the
Tuberculosis Association. For the
double
belt
moulding
and
gracefully
Ella Veevoes and inexpressible woe
year 1923, according to the results
rounded back. These are features that make
is the most convenient
nent here.
for the supporters of the Orange and
shown by the study, no state east of
custom-built cars individual and costly—they
Black who bad crossed the Creel;
the Mississippi River nor south of
hoping against hope.
give Jewett Coach its harmonious beauty.
way to purchase a new
the Great Lakes had as low a death
The game was stopped by a cloud
These men who are taking
And Jewett has introduced a new type
burst
in
the
first
half
of
the
6th
inn

from tuberculosis as Maine, whose
refrigerator.
of upholstery in the Coach. A much needed
better halves need better quar ing. and was not called off until the
rate for that year was 80.7 per 100,sorry spectators couldn't get anv
combination of rare beauty and durability.
000 population, compared with 90.0
ters in new clothes—the find wetter, and the sun had begun to
Jewett Coach is first with quality upholstery.
for Connecticut, 82.6 for Vermont,
break through the clouds.
The be
this headquarters.
It’s the greatest Jewett ever built—a
draggled procession whicn wended its
81.7 for New Hampshire. 88.5 for
Coach that will outperform any car within
way Jovn by the abandoned lime
Massachusetts and 100.2 for Rhode
>500 of its price. Make us prove it,
Gregory's semi-formal suits quarry rep-esented a curious mixture
Island. In fact, all the states lying
of joy and (loom, with the Rockland
east of the Mississippi and south of
for being married in, $40.00. folks having a corner on the latter.
The story of the game is virtually
the Great Lakes show a higher
Full
Dress Suits, $50.00.
told in that first inning when Thom
tuberculosis death rate than Maine.
Tuxedo Suits, $27.50 to $50.00. aston sent 13 men to bat, and made
The figures also show that for the
Sales and Service (E. O. Philbrook & Son Garage)
nine runs.
In that inning young
year 1924 Maine established a rec
Flanagan allowed five hits, gave two
Telephone 466-W
Gregory’s sport and travel bases on balls and hit one batter.
ord low death rate—deaths from all
clothes for carrying marriage Two errors of commission were made,
causes—with a percentage of 13.6.
ROCKLAND
632 MAIN ST.
MAINE
The popular “Grand” pattern in a beau
and several of omissions.
It was a
But it is in the average age at death
out in.
sad and tragic occasion for those
tiful
case—combining the unlimited con
that Maine makes probably its best
who had come from the Shore Vil
venience of a side-icing arrangement, the
showing. For the year 1923 the av
lage, while t^ those who applauded the
The kind, of Dress acces hero their cup runneth over.
erage age at death in Maine was 52.5
economic and sanitary properties of White
Flanagan abdicated the throne late
sories that will make the Pull
years as compared with the figure of
Mountain circulation, the purity, cleanli
TWO TRACK MEETS
in the 1st lnning(and was succeeded
44.9 years for the balance of the U.
man Porters expect a dollar by Hopkins who fared first rate at
ness
and beauty of baked white enamel
S. registration area of 37 states.
the hands of almost everybody except
tip!
provision
compartment. It meets the needs
Bill
Vinal.
Bill
was
certainly
hav

The advantage in Maine's favor is
ing his day in court, for in three Rockland High Takes High Rank In Knox and Lincoln
of
every
family.
7.6 years.
successive turns at bat he whanged
Events and Loses To Bangor.
Co-operation—working together—
out a triple and pair of doubles. He
is largely responsible for this en
was going strong after Condon's rec
Exterior of case is tongued and groved.
ord, wlien rain spoiled iigs fun.
couraging state of things, for there
Only three schools in Knox and several old grads, including Jack
Rockland's solitary run -for rather
Equipped
with silver-like shelves of heavy
Mail This Coupon
is splendid team work carried on by
Black,
who
lias
won
laurels
in
school
the only one which counted) was Lincoln Counties participated in yes
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.,
The summary:
the
Public
Health
Association.
steel wire and has massive nickel trimmings.
made, curiously enough, in an Inn terday’s track meet at Community athletics.
Rockland, Maine,
Low hurdles, won by Giles, Lincoln
Maine Medical Association, the
ing when Feehan had four strikeouts. Park, but several of the events were
It is 39 inches wide, 20 inches deep and 37
I accept your refrigerator offer and
Academy; Ripley, Rockland High. 2d.
McLoon
was
the
first
victim,
and
state department of health and edu
so closely contested as to make It
please find enclosed $1 as first pay
inches high with an approximate ice ca
Fifield followed his example , but th- the most interesting Affair of that Grafton, Thomaston High, 3d. Time.
cation, the parent-teacher associa
ment. I am to receive this refriger
third strike was a passed ball, and kind which has ever been held here! 20s.
pacity of 95 lbs. We believe this is the
ator exactly as illustrated and de
100-yard dash, won by Green, Rock
tions. the federated clubs, manu
for the first time in the game Rock
Rockland High won the meet witji land. High; Giles. Lincoln Academy,
scribed and will remit fl each week
greatest offer of its kind ever made.
facturers, dental societies, etc., to a
Director Chapman will give his an land was treading the base path. the Impressive total of 61 pointt. 2d',’Fales, Rockland High 3d. Time
for balance.
An
error
by
Condon,
and
Hopkins
degree never before known, and to nual concert in Damariscotta to
Lincoln Academy scored 34 points, 11 1-5 s.
grounder,
sent
Fifield
home.
while Thomaston High rich in base
which is to he added the work of the morrow evening, his artists being the
Name .............. .............................................
880-yard run, won by Merry, Lin
We Reserve the Right to withdraw This
Black clouds had been rolling up ball laurels, was obliged to be con
same who were in Rockland earlier
coln Academy;
Dunton,
Lincoln
various Red Cross chapters.
in
the
West
when
the
6th
Inning
in the season—Muriel Wilson, so
tent with four points. Much disap Academy 2d; Emery, Rockland High
■ Address ........................................................
Offer when this Supply is Sold.
In no other state, we are told, is prano, and Walter Mills, baritone. opened, but everybody forgot them pointment was manifested because
and Mears, Rockland High, tied for
there the same degree of co-opera Both made a distinct impression at when things suddenly began coming Camden did not send down her school 3d.
Time, 2 min. 16 4-5 sec.
Rockland’s way.
Hopkins was safe athletes, as Camden High has al
tion in health work as exists in the Rockland concert, and undoubt
'High hurdles, won by Sylvester,
u'3 n a nn fj cidc en a □ n co n t: cc o esnoc □ c s :CC3DCS
at first on an error by Lindsey, and ways shown a decided preference for
edly
there
will
be
some
from
here
Maine. Within the past two years,
Jim Flanagan had track athletics. Coach Bprrill prob Rockland High; Chapin, Rockland
BURPEE’S
We will take your
who will avail themselves of the op Trafton walked.
national authorities in health and portunity to hear them again at the misfortune to hit the ball direct ably Mad some reason, but it has not High 2d; Emery, Rockland High 3d.
POLISH IS
old refrigerator and'
Time,
16
3-5
sec.
other organization work have come Damariscotta. A pleasant ride, a ly Into Stone's hands, and the result been divulged.
BEST FOR YOUR
make you a very lib
440-yard dash, won by Lake. Lin
was an unassisted double play. Traf
FURNITURE
Individual honors were divided be coln Academy; Merchant, Rockland
here to study the plan of having delicious supper at the Fiske House
eral allowance.
ton scored on Murphy's triple and tween Green of Rockland High and
and
a
delightful
concert
—
rather
an
RO<
K1AND
—
30c and 60c
several sections of one organization
High 2d; Jackson, Rockland High'3d.
enjoyable way to spend an evening. Murphy, himself, scored on a passed Giles of Lincoln Academy, each of Time, 1 min. 4-5 sec.
■Piii
—tuberculosis, cancer control, child
ball. And then somebody punctured whom scored 18 points. Ordinarily
Shot put, won by Chapin, Rock
one
of
the
black
clouds,
and
it
began
health, etc.,—instead of having sev
Green
would
have
participated
in
the
Earle Ludwick was in Belfast
leaking.
Some of the spectators broad jump, but was obliged to pass land High; Green, Rockland High
eral separate statewide organiza Sunday and looked in upon Frank
2d; Giles, Lincoln Academy 3d. Dis
sought
shelter
in the parked automo
Shot Put—Won by Wade. Bangor; was judge assisted by Dick Reed.
tions with conflicting fund-raising Clough who has a training stable biles, some hit for the forest prime up a good opportunity to be high tance 34 feet, 11 inches.
they matched their ski!', with Bangor.
man
of
the
meet
because
of
the
fact
there this season. Mr. Clough is
Greene, Rockland,
2nd;
Chapin, Jake Alden and "Patchy" Saville, and
Pole vault, won by Sylvester, Rock The summary:
appeals, separates staffs, separate
val.
and
others
sat
on
the
bleachers
that
he
had
turned
his
ankle
slightly
handling Col. .Stillman a 6-year-old
Distance, 34 feet, Manager Cecil Benson was clerk of
land High; Winslow, Rockland Hign
100 yards—Won by Bridgham, Rockland, 3rd.
boards of directors, as are so often bay gelding owned by Frank Butler and took their medicine. .And when in the preceding event.
He tqade a
the course.
the worst had happened and a bet particularly fine showing in the dis and Bartlett, Rockland High, tied for Bangor; Green, Rockland, 2nd; Rife, 9% inches.
of Rockland, which has a trial mile
found in other states.
Height, 9 feet, 4 inches.
Discus—Won by Greene. Rockland:
Bangor, 3rd.
Time 10 4-5 secs.
ter day was dawning somebody cus throw, with a margin of nearly 13 2d.
The reason some people don't hear
Boom Maine ! This is the land of of 2.07 M to his credit. “If this horse moved to adjourn.
220-yard dash, won by Green, Rock
220 Yard Dash—Won by Bridgham. : Chapin, Bangor, 2nd; Wade, Bangor,
feet over his nearest opponent, and he
can go half as fast as he looks," says
Opportunity knocking is because
Distance. S3 feet. 7)4 inches.
good health, where folks live best
The Inning not having been com showed his good sportsmanship by land High; Giles, Lincoln Academy Bangor; Green, Rockland, 2nd; Wade, 3rd.
Mr. Ludwick, "he will be able to do a
■Supt. A.
F.
McAlary
acted they are at it themselves.—San Diego
pleted the two Rockland scores did smiling approval upon “Jap" Chapin 2d; Ripley. Rockland High, 3d.
Bangor, 3rd.
and longest.
mile in 2.10 this season." Mr. Clough
High jump. Sylvester, Rockland
440 Yard Dash—Won by Welsh, as starter and A. C.
McLoon Union Tribune.
not count, for the tally went back to when the latter, in the final trial,
owns Anna Garner a light bay mare
where it had stood at the end of the nosed him out in the shot put. Green High; Barry, Thomaston High 2d. Bangor; Perry, Bangor, 2nd; Mer
Miss Smyth of New Haven, who with a record of 2.2214, and Is talso 5th.
Time 59 l-5s.
Murphy consequently gets will be a valuable find for some good and Webster. Lincoln Academy, tied chant, Rockland, 3rd.
training Gordon Princess a dark bay
for 1st.
Height, 5 feet, 4 incites.
880 Yard Dash—Won by Eldridge.
spends her summers in Islesford, has mare, owned by Charles Mitchell of robbed of his triple, which was one prep, school.
Discus throw, won by Green, Rock Bangor; Brackett, Bangor. 2nd;
of the bright spots of the game.
Lincoln Academy excelled in endur
been in this vicinity in search of old- this city.
Both look good.
Another was the fine running catch ance running, winning the quarter land High; Giles, Lincoln Academ
Bridges. Bangor, 3rd.
Time 2 min.
time sea songs and chanteys. Read
Dis 14 1-5 secs.
made by McLoon on Stone's fly to and half mile events and the 220-yard 2d: Fales, Rockland High 3.
Watch
out
for
De
Fence
Day.
It
CARD OF
APPRECIATION
ers of The Courier-Gazette who
short center. The score:
Broad jump—Won by O’Connor,
low hurdles. The hundred yard dash tance, 89 feet, 4 inches.
is the date of the first annual base
Broad jump, won by Ripley, Rock Bangor, 18 feet 1 Inch; Chapin, Rock
know of such material will confer a ball battle between the Rotary and
Thomastsn High
was so exceedingly close between
Green ot, Rockland and Giles of Lin land High; Giles, Lincoln Academy land, 2d, 17 feet, 9 inches; Cox, Ban
fjj At,ita regular noonday meeting, June 8, the
favor by communicating with this of- j Forty Clubs and will be fought to its
ah r bh tb po 8
coln that it was difficult to tell whicn 2d; Chapin, Rockland High 3d. Dis gor, 3d, 17 feet, 6 inches.
3 1
flee. Miss Smyth has already pub-j bitter conclusion at Community l>ik Grafton. 3b ___
tance,
17
feet
4%
Inches.
Forty Club voted an expression of appre
High
Jump
—
Won
by
O
’
Connor,
won.
sometime in the near future.
Bert Condon, c .......... 4 2
The officials were Fred C. Black Bangor, 5 feet, 4 inches: Sylvester.
lislied one book of sea songs and
The shot put was one of the closest
3 2
McLoon is Master of Hostilities for Feehan, p ......
ciation
to the man/ willing workere who co
hopes to add to her valuable col- the Ancients and Honoraibles while Stone, 2b ............ 3 2
events of the day, Chapin of Rock starter. Charles C. Wotton, 4. C. Mc Rockland. Brady. Chapman and Cox,
Loon,
Earl
Alden
and
Henry
McDon
operated
to make the Forty Club Minstrels
Bangor, tied for second, 5 feet, 2
land, hurling the big bullet 34 feet,
lection.
'She particularly desires Horace E. Lamb will lead the charge Hall. If................ 3 2
11 inches, Green of Rockland, 34 feet, aid. judges, Orel E. Davies timer, Ce inches.
successful
in its object of liquidating the High
Vinal,cf
......
4
2
of
the
light
brigade
with
handicaps
songs or verses connected with the
Pole Vault—Won by Cox, Bangor,
7 inches and Giles of I.incoln 34 feet. cil Benson clerk of course,
so arranged that it will be even- Elliot, lb ............ 1 l
School
Athletic
Association indebtedness.
ship “Union" of St. John, wrecked Stephen for the dinners. The public Lindsey, ss ....... 4 l
9 feet, 2 inches: Sylvester, Rockland.
For a while it looked like a tie on
2d, 9 feet: Winslow,’Rockland, 3d,
the pole vault between those three
off Mount Desert, and the wreck of is invited to the slaughter with tlie Barry, rf ........ .'... J l
Saturday'* Meet
Rockland sharks, Sylvester, Winslow
8 feet, 8 inches.
JOHN M. RICHARDSON,
hope that they will throw enough
the ship “Saladin.”
High Hurdles—Won by Sylvester.
At Community Park ‘Saturday Ban
pennies on the drum to pay for th"
28 14 12 16 15 - j and Bartlett, bui the more the long
Secretary Forty Club.
geared Sylvester jumped the more gor High and Rockland High held Rockland; Whitman, Bangor, 2nd;
extra section af new fence installed at
Rockland High
Many things are laid upon the the Park.
ambitious he became, and the bu: their first annual track meet, and Chapin, Rockland, 3rd. Time, 17 2-5
Hence—De Fence Day.
ah r bh tb po
was 9 feet/ 4 inclies above the sur while the up-river students were vic secs.
Trafton, c ....... 2 0
shoulders of the Volstead law. Ex
Low Hurdles—Won by
Ripley,
face of the earth when he last cleared tors they found the contest none too
On the list of awards published by Jim Flanagan, ss 2 9cess in the eating of rich foods that
it.
Winslow and Bartlett led at 9 easy, and were obliged to see the In Rockland; Merchant, Rockland, 2nd- I
Bay Path Institute of Springfield, Murphy. 2b ....... 2 0
contain a great amount of sugar is Mass., appear the names of two resi Pease, lb ... ...... 2 0
feet flat.
dividual honor go to a Rockland Rice, Bangor, 3rd. Time 19 3-5 secs.
The high jump produced a triple athlete, for scoring the largest num
one of the latest of them to receive dents of Rockland. Miss Nora Nel Sloane, 3b ......... 2 9
tie between tlie three schools.
ber of points at the meet.
publicity. Heavy drinkers, deprived son has received the gold medal Cameron, rf .... 2 0
Green hurled the discus 89 feet, 4
Bangor scored 61 points to Rock
of that form of happiness, rush into from the Underwood Typewriter Co. McLoon. cf ....... 2 9
inches, as against 76 feet, 7 incites liy land's 38, the largest number of
for having passed the 60-word per Fifield. if .......... 2 1
the consumption of sugar, and the
Giles of Lincoln and 72 feet, 11 inches points made by an individual was 13
minute speed test, ami Miss Grace John Flanagan, p 0 0
by Fales of Rockland.
records of diabetes, so the doctors Sidelinger has been awarded a silver Hopkins, p ....... 1 9
and was credited to Green who made
It was another shivery day for three seconds and a first.
assure us, are thereby gravely in medal by the same company for
Bangor was supixtsed to be on hand
passing the 50-word i>er minute
17 1 1 1 15 8 2 bare-limbeil athletes, and in marked
flated.
speed test. She is also qualified as a Thomaston ................... 9 10 1 3 14 contrast to the extremely torrid tem at 10 o’clock, daylight time, but it
competent typist with the Gregg Rockland ..................... 0 0 1 0 0— 1 perature which prevailed at the was long after that before the Queen
To drive along the Old County Publishing Co. Both young women
Two-base hits, Vinal 2.
Three- Rockland-Bangor meet only two days City athletes showed up, and going
on the supposition that they were
Stolon bases, Graf previously.
Road at this season of early summer are members of the senior norma) base hit. Vinal.
Philip A. Jones, athletic director, not coming Coach Jones decided to
ton, Feehan 3, Hall.
Double play,
verdure and the blossoming of ap class and will take active part in
The tem
Left on supervised tlie meet, and disproved have a meet of his own.
the R eunion celebration which will Feehifn to Stone to Elliot.
We will set up a New
ple trees, with the green sides of be Yield June 26-27 at the school, bases, Thomaston 7.
First base the age-old theory that a man can perature was considerably hotter
not
be
in
two
places
at
one
time.
He
than
100
in
the
sun,
consequently
the
Kineo
Range, size 8-20
Dodges Mountain forming a back when a large number of many thou on error, Thomaston. Base on bails,
was rendered valuable assistance by local boys were far from fresh when
ground, is to feast the eyes upon sand graduates.of the school will re off Flanagan 2. off Hopkins 3. Hit
and allow you more
by pitcher, Flanagan,
Feenhan.
one of the beauty spots of Knox turn to celebrate their class re
Struck out by Feehan 19, by Hopkins
unions.
than your old range is
County.
3.
Winning pitcher, Feehan. Los
ing pitcher, Flanagan.
Passed trail,
worth and give you
Condon.
Umpire, Browne.
Those Bates College debaters con

CLUB

While They Last

JONES & KNIGHT

Special Value at

$29-75

own
Weekly

Gregory’s

BURPEE

FURNITURE CO.

WANTED
SECOND HAND

$60.80

$60.80

RANGES
4

Quick Sales

Small Profits

tinue to win triumphs in their 1925

tour of Great Britain, thereby re
peating their successful tours of pre
vious seasons.

BILL7/7f BARBER
SAYS

IF VOU
CELLBRATf.
YOUR WOODEN
We wish Mrs. Veazie in her na
WEDDING VITHB
ture column would explain to us
A QUART OF I
these long, silvery filaments seen
IWOD
ALCOH
floating on the summer air.
YOU’D BETTER
“Eve's Lover,” featuring Irene Rich,
ORDER A
Bert Lytell and Clara Bow, will be
shown for the last time ft the Empire
Theatre this afternoon ami evening.
There is also the 5th chapter of
Idaho.—adv.

“WODEN
overcoat:

1=

Delaware is facing a marked
shortage of prepared public-school
teachers,
particularly for
rural
schools. It was necessary last year
to issue more than a hundred pro
visional
teacher certificates.
In
practically all cases these were is
sued to graduates of four-year high
schools who had received at least six
weeks of summer training.
If there should come another war,
the common people should demand
that It be fought out by tlie gentle
men who are inventing all the deadiv
war engines we read about.—Colum
bia Record.

Tells Price

FRY INN AND TEA ROOM
MRS. B. F. FRY, 4 GLEASON ST., THOMASTON
Opens her Inn and Tea Room JUNE 14, with a
Special Dinner. She has employed MISS MAR
GARET BURKE, formerly Pastry Cook at tho
Thorndike Hotel, Rockland.
,

'

Will serve everything found at an
Tea Room.

•

$60.80

$60.80

All Salads a Specialty. Also Ices and Cake,
Will cater to Dinner and Luncheon Parties.
Reservations made ahead Phone 7.

A .1

credit on a new Kineo

Tank Extra

Made in Bangor

,

V. F. STUDLEY INC-

up-to-date

6T-tf

Telephone 713.

ROCKLAND.

283 Main St

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 9, 1925.

TALK OF THE TOWN

,Mrs. Marguerite Johnson Is em
ployed at Dr. Adams' office.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
dune 10 (League Baseball)—iltoekland vs
Thomaston High, at Community Park; Cam
den High vs Lincoln Academy In Newcastle.
June 9 AVarren High School graduation.
June 10—-Annual meeting Pa rent-Teacher
Association at McLain School.
June 1U~’Rockport— Alumni banquet and
business meeting at 'Masonic hall.
June 10—Ch-apin Class musical at the home
of Mrs David Talbot
June 11—Pastor’s Conference, First Bap
tist church.
June 12 (League Baseball) Aockland High
vs Vinalhaven High at Community l’atk.
June 12—Fair by women of Ku Klux Kian
at the Klavern.
June 13-17—Colby College Commencement.
June 14—Flag Day.
, June 15—Community Chest annual meeting,
High Behool auditorium.
June 16- Camden—Alumni banquet.
June 17—Tliunuwton High School com
mencement exercises.
June lit - Rockland High School Graduation
In New High Sclionl auditorium.
June 26 Arti I'olnt Church supper and en
tertainment.
June 26—Vinalhaven—.2uth anolrertary of
Union church.
July 4—Independence Day.
July 4—Guverrors al Camden.
July 6—Mouthy meeting of the City Gov
ernment.
July 17—Organ recilal by James J. O’Hara
at First Itaptiat churrth.
July 30—Slate Aascssors meet at tlie Court
House
Aug. 12—Ladies Baptist Circle (ltockport)
Midsummer Fair
Sept 13—Standard Time resumed.
Sepl 30-Oct. 2—State Convention of W C.
T.U. In Auburn.

Clifford Goudy of Aphurn who
specialises for the John Bird Co., on
Three Crow brand goods, was in the
city Saturday.

Lay your plans so nothing can In
terfere with the Community Chest
annual meeting next Monday night
at 7.38 In the High School audltorl-!
Urn. The Chest is one of Rockland’s
finest and most flourishing institu
tions and this session is its account
ing to the people (its stockholders.)

ON

3 to 6 year sizes as listed below

1

“In all my years of active funeral
direction In this city I have never
seen a more considerate, courteous
or efficient group of police officers
than the members of the present
force,” said Alden Ulmer-of the Bur
pee staff yesterday In speaking of
The Friday night dances start at the manner In which traffic at a lo- (
the (Irnnge hall, Gleneuve, this week. cal funeral was handled.

1

A power boat operated by Oliver'
The regular meeting of Ivanhoe
Temple. I’ythian Sisters will be Wiggin, was raided by Capt. L. H.
held Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock. Dunn of the Whitehead Coast Guard |
Station, at Atlantic wharf Saturday ■
Dick Reed, the Coburn Classical night, and as the result of his search
Institute star, is employed by the six gallons of alcohol were added to
the Custom House preserves. Wig
Central Maine during the summer
gin will have a hearing before the,
vacation.
federal authorities in Bangor.
Dr. A. K. P. Harvey writes from
Children’s Playground will prob
Liverjnore Falls that ills health Is
ably be open the fatter part of the
practically restored and that he ex
pects to resume practice In Rock week. Several new wrinkles have,
added to the many existing features j
land this week.
and the plant will be well worth a
Radio fans are to be the final jury visit, especially the new Jungle gym.
In the "Consensus of Opinion” vote Miss Emily Pease, who has been so
now taken by the Radio Digest successful In seasons past as play
Charles M. Lawry has blanks which director will again be In charge.

he will gladly supply.
Miss Gladys Bowen, who has been
teaching at Wiley's Corner, closed
her school May 29 for the summer
vacation. She plans to leave Jun<
18 for Point Lookout Club, where
she has employment. Miss Bowen
will visit in Cushing and St. George
during her vacation.

City Clerk E. R. Keene and Dr. J.
F. Burgess visited Quantabacook;
Lodge, F. & A. M. In Seatsmont Sat
urday night and reached the con
clusion that the Blue Lodge boys up
that way believe In taking their own
time. The meeting did not begin
until after 9 o'clock. Rockland time,
and was still In session at 2.30 when
the Rockland men departed. Boh
and the Doc took their lives In their
hands by eating a hearty baked bean
supper at midnight, salad, pickles
and all. Mr. Keene is a past master
of this lodge, and was most cordially:
received, as also was Dr. Burgess.

FLOOR

Children’s Coats
1

Weather Thia Week

MAIN

THE

END OF SEASON PRICES

There will be a special communl-'
cation of Aurora Lodge, F. & A. il., \
Wednesday evening. Work on the
Master Mason's degree upon three,
candidates. Light refreshments will
be served. A full attendance is1
asked as this will be the last meet-1
Ing for work prior to the summer
vacation.

Weather outlook for the week In
North and Middle Atlantic States:
More moderate temperatures after
today; occasional showers probably
during the week.

Tlie Forty Club Minstrels were re
peated with some highly amusing
variations at the noon luncheon yes
terday.
The matter of a local
baseball nine to represent the club ,
In the proposed local league was
given earnest consideration and.
there is a stiging possibility that a 1
team will be put Into the field. The
Rotary-Forty Club baseball razzle- j
dazzle was held in alieyanee until af
ter the Minstrels but will head up
at once now. The net figures of the
Minstrels are not yet available, but
it is certain that the Athletic Associa
tion will get over $330.

Fuller - Cobb * Davis

Willis H. Beal and Fred Foster of|
Lisbon Falls are the new State High
way Police -for this section, the for
mer being responsible for good be
havior on the Waldoboyo division
and the latter on the Belfast divis
ion. Both work nnder the direction
of Inspector Wentworth.

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

6.50
Tan Polo, size 4, formerly 6.50................................ ....Now
5.00
Navy Twill, tan col. & cuff, size 4, form'ly16.50 Now 10.00
Navy ’Twill, size 4, formerly 15.00 .......................Now 10.00
Navy Twill,, size 5, formerly 15.00..........................Now 10.00
Tan Plaid, size 6, formerly 10.50..............................Now
7.50
Red Polo, size 6, formerly 10.50 ............................... Now
0.75
Natural Polo, size 6, formerly 8.75..........................Now
0.50
Orchid Tweed Cape, size 6, formerly10.50............Now
0.75
Tan Tweed Knicker & Cape, R|^e 6, form’ly18.50 Now 10.03
Green Pplo, size 7, formerly 10.00 .......................... Now
7.50
Coral Polo, size 3, formerly $8.75..............................Now

8 to 16 year sizes

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

7.50
Leather Polo, size 87 formerly 12.50 ....................... Now 10.00
Leather Polo, size 8, formerly 12.50 ........................Now 10.00
Green Polo, size 8, formerly 12.50 ................... -....Now 10.00
Brown&White Check, tailored mod. size 8, 16.50 Now Jft-03
Blue Tweed, tailored model, size 8, 15.00 ....... Now 10.00
Leather Polo, size 9, formerly 10.00 ..................... Now
7.53
Natural Polo, size 10, formerly 9.50 ..................... Now
6.75
Natural Polo, size 10, formerly 10.00 ..................... Now
7 30
Natural Polo, size 12, formerly 12.50 ..................... Now 10.00
Green Polo, size 12, formerly 18.50 ........................ Now 12.50
Leather Polo, rose trim., size 12, formerly 16.00—Now 12.00
Natural Polo, brown trim., size 12, form’ly 15.00 Now 12.00
Tan Plaid, size 12, formerly 15.00 ............................Now 12.00
Leather Polo, size 12, formerly 12.50 ... ——......... Now 90.03
Tan Polo, size 12, formerly 12.50 ............................ Now 10.03
Tan Plaid Cape, size 12, formerly 13.58....... ........Now
0.75
Leather Polo, size 14, formerly 12.50 .......................Now 10.00
Tan Polo, size 14, formerly 12.50 ..........
Now 10.00
Natural Polo, size 14, formerly 12.50 .......................Now 10.00
Tan Polo, size 16, formerly 12.30 ..............................Now 10.00
Leather Polo, size 8, formerly 10.00 ........................Now
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Red Star Week

A. C. Jones of this city and Ken
neth Knight of Rockport have formed
a partnership under the style of Jones
& Knight, for the purpose of hand
ling iHe Knox County agency of tlm
popular Jewett motor ear. They will :
have headquarters with E. O. Phllbrook & Son at the Northend. and
Knox County Jetvett owners wiil be
: pleased lo learn that they can receive j
service there. Messrs Jones and t
j Knight are both thoroughly versed ’
in the automobil® game, and can be '
counted upon to handle the Jewett to |
the manufacturers' advantage. The I
new partnership nowise conflicts with [
Mr. Jones’ agency for the Apperson, ;
for which he covers Maine territory, i

Union Masons will lose no time In
the erection of their new home, according to I. C. Thurston, who was
in the city Sunday.
The lodge desires to raise $7500 before actual constructlon begins, and have all but
$1300 of this amount In sight. The es
timated total cost is in the neighbor
hood of $15,000. It was first Intended
to have the new temple a bit remote
from its old location in the business
center, but the present plan is to
build on tlie lots which were occu
pied by Moniker block and the Gor
don * Lovejoy block destroped in tlie
recent fire.
Union Masons would
not tolerate the Idea of long being
homeless.

|
‘
I
1
j
j

The interesting collection of cups I
now on exhibition In the window of
Gregory's clothing store furnishes an j
additional incentive for the National
Guardsmen who will attend the Coast ,
I Artillery Corps' annual tour of duty j
at Fort Williams next month. The j
large bronze cup is the military
trophy offered by Gov. Baxter to the
battery in the 246th ‘F. A. which at
tains the highest military rating, i
Battery G and Battery A have each ;
won it once, and with a view to he- .
1 coming its permanent possessor BatI tery G is hoping to lug it off again
: this year. The display in the Greg
ory window includes 11 cups which '
are offered for excellence In rifle i
1 markmanship. gunnery, mess man, agement, excellence In Infantry drill,
largest percentage of attendance, pis- ,
, tol practice and athletics.
Also on
exhibition Is the Col. Fogg trophy for
’competition in the State shoot. Bat
tery G has won it twice, and is now
after it for the third and final win.
Striking regimental photographs.

* The State assessors begin their
1
tour next week. They meet the local
1
assessors of Knox County July 29 at
the Cburt House, and will be at
1 lot of Boys’ Blue and Tan Tweed Coats, sizes 3 to 6
Wiscasset the following day to hear
years, formerly 8.75 ....................................................Now
5.00
Lincoln County's story. Two ses
sions will be held in Hancock Coun
4
Polo
Cloth
Boys
’
Coats,
sizes
4.
5,
6,
formerly
8.75,
One recent night a party of Rock- 1
ty. the first at Elsworth, July 9 and
land auloists were returning home
Manager Dondis wishes to an - I
the second at Bar Harbor. July 10.
................................ ....................... Now
6.50
from Rockport, when, as they were
nounee that "Wildfire” with Aileen
2
Camel's
Hair
Boys'
Coats,
sizes
5
and
6,
formerly
Pringle- is coming to the Strand soon.
An informal conference and out nearing the bridge and driving cau
tiously down that curvingfhMl, a large
19.50 ....................................... ~........................................ Now
7,50
Jt is taken from the great stage play
ing ,of the officers of the First Bap
of the same name in which Lillian
tist church will Ire held at the Hus automobile_tlre came crashing down
Russell starred some years ago. Alsu
sey cottage at Owl's Head, Thursday’ from the bank above and struck the
auto with so much force that one
next weel: "The Dixie Handicap" is
afternoon and evening. Fish chow
of the screw bolts of the bumiier was
returning to the Strand. Mr. O'Hara
der will he served by the ladles. broken. The occupants of the cat ,
i will interpret the feature with SouthEvery officer of the church is urged
were considerably sta riled.
Boys
|ern melodies as before.—adv.
to attend. In case of rain the con
were seen playing on the bank and
ference will he held in the church It was thought they may have found
vestry.
In China, the men eat rlee
the tire in the grass and started it
very hot; the women eat after
to rolling down the bank.heedless of
Saturday evening a flivver occu
The artist who made up the Forty
Mark Twain’s comments en New consequences. If the
the men are served, when the
ad been I
England weather were no funnier going at at higher speed g(pktei- dam- ■ Club minstrels for the recent per pied by a Finnish family party rice is cooled. Cancer of the throat
than the sudden reversal of form age might have been rattged by the formance was none other than our parked at the corner of Union and Is very common among Chinese men
Pa and Ma Finn, got and rare among Chinese women.
from three days of record breaking swiftly moving tire. Thni'An a dan old friend. Fred J. Harvey, a stage Grace streets.
heat last week to three days which gerous place and boys should he more professional of years’ standing, who out, bade the four little Finns who
certainly knows the whys and comprised the rest of tlie party to he
belong to April much more than careful.
a.
wherefores of the theatrical game. good and sit tight In the car, while
they do to the second week of June
they (Pa and Ma) went off to the re
From Saturday afternoon to Sunday
1885
1925
■William E. Brown, a' Central He patriotically gave his services on laxations of the moving pictures.
morning there was a drop of 42 de Maine employe received a had cut this occasion.
All
went
well
with
the
quintet
of
lit

grees.
on the head In front of the newest
—
tle folks, whose ages ran from 4 to Ii
The Woman's Foreign Missionary 7 years, until the tempest broke. ||
Bicknell block yesterday afternoon,’
St. John’s Commandery, K. T„ of through the falling of a heavy wire, Society of the Methodist church and
E. A. GL1DDEN & CO.
Bangor, which will be the host at the which was being used in hoisting a the Little Light Bearers will have a lightning flashing, thunder pealing
and
the
rain
In
torrents
descending.
WALDOBORO, ME.
big gathering of Knights Templar ot section of curbing. Mr. Brown was lawn party Thrusday afternoon at
Maine In Bangor St. John's Day, unconscious for a while, but an ex 2.30 at the home of Mrs. Ralph Clark, Presently the limb of a nearby tree
June 24, was the third commandery amination failed to show serious in-j 386 Broadway. There will be an en crashed down upon the flivver. The
MARRIED
to he Instituted in this state. Its Jury. He was recently awarded the tertainment, games and refresh Bcreams of four lusty Finn young-I
charter datlnjt from Sept 17. 1850. Insull medal for saving tlie life of a ments. All of the children of the sters rose above the tempest's din.: Snwll-Allenwood—Jlorkport. June 4, by Her.
On his adjoining verandah Irin F Bmcst Smith Perry Small of Rockport
It is expected that the coming con fellow workman.
church 10 years of age and younger Feeney was watching with awe , »"«■
Annie Aliened <* Camden,
clave will be the largest gathering
are invited. If stormy Thursday the struck countenance the riot of the !
DIED
of the members of the 23 different
The program for Wednesday and party will be held the following elements, when the shrieks of the
smith—Rockland. June 8. Almira, widow of
eommanderles of the State, and that Thursday at the Empire Theatre, is Thursday.
children smote upon his ears. No I George Snilth. aged 84 years, 6 months, 9
5000 Knights Templars will be In "The Beauty and the Bad Man," fea
Funeral Thursday afternoon at 2
child In distress would ever appeal , JJays
line with 20 or more hands fo» the turing a special cast.
! o’clock.
The compan
____
Quarry workers at the St. George in vain to Ira. In-an Instant he had
street parade at 11 a. m.
ion picture is Pauline Frederick in • Granite Co. plant are telling a story dashed out Into the downpour, taken !
CARD OF THANKS
“Smouldering Fires."—adv.
We wish to thank our friends and nelghthat has sent many motorists scut those kiddies into Ills arms, hushed
A Simmons College student, Miss
tor flair
tling to the plant on curiosity bent. thelr cries, rushed them across to ! and death
Spring, arrives in the city tomorrow
of our dear daughter.
A patch of open ground 200 feet the protection of his verandah, and
Mr. and 'Mrs. Alonzo Olsen.
to take a three weeks' course in field
Thomaston
there
he
kept
them,
administering
square used for cutting paving
work under the direction of Miss
candies
to
their
receptive
and
de

blocks suddenly settled some 12 feet
Louise Sawyer, the local Red Cross
CARD OF THANKS
Glencov* Grange Hall
over the weekend leaving the tracks lighted mouths and otherwise joy
nurse. Miss Spring Is taking the
We wish to thank all those who showed «>
dangling in the air and turning the ously entertaining them, until the much kindness during the recent illness and
FRIDAY, JUNE 12
academic course in public health
orderly piles of thousands of tons of conclusion of the movies permitted death of our father; also for the beautiful
nursing, which has to be supplement
floral tributes, to the bearers we extend our
GENTS 50c. LADIES 25c
granite Into jumbled heaps. "Some Pa and .Ma the happiness of a re heartfelt
ed by field work before a diploma is
thanks.
united family.
69-70
sight" say those who have seen It.
IMr. and Mrs Roger Rhodes, Percy
Davis. |
issued. Prof. Marlon Rice of the Sim
-I
mons faculty has selected Rockland

Fuller - Cobb - Davis

This is RED STAR WEEK at the Stonington Furniture Co. This new stove
will revolutionize the art of oil range cookery. It is a marvel of economy, effi
ciency and ease of operation. T. L. Reynolds, a factory expert representative,
will be at our store all next week. Come in and look over these remarkable
stoves and let him demonstrate their good points.

REMEMBER-ALL THIS WEEK-FREE Red Star Demonstration
I

at the Stonington Furniture Co. Store

Detroit

or

Stonington Furniture Co.
L MARCUS
313-319 MAIN STREET

THE

HOME

ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 745-J

OF QUALITY MERCHANDISE
FREE DELIVERY

:: Memorials::

DANCE

as the
work,
city's
which

Ideal field for the young lady's
a striking compliment to our
Red Cross organisation of
our people will be duly sensi-

eter de Paolo, youthful racing
and nephew of the famous
ph de Palma, who broke all rec
, on the Indianapolis speedway,
norial Day, used an Exide bat• In Ills ear, according to Infor
Ion received by Messrs House &
rman of the local Exide Service
tlon from the Exide factory In
ladelphia.
The following tele
m was sent by Dueseqjperg Bros.,
gners and manufacturers of De
lo's ear to the Electric Storage
tery Co., manufacturers of ExBatteries; “The reliable Exide
tery on De Paolo's car helped us
the race.’’ De Paolo set an avKe of 101.13 miles an hour for a
mile drive and won $98,000. An
pr telegram telling of an ExideIpped car winning a race was re
■cd from Charles F. Ganung, who
figured In a number of races In
East. It reads: ’’Won two firsts
second nt' races Rochester May
using Exide battery as usual.”—

Status of tho Kian: "We
will permit no group of
politicians and no party
to annex, disown, or dis
avow us. Where our con
science loads us, we will
be found regardless of
who we find in tho differ
ent political carndR.”—Dr.
Hiram Evana.

Ku Klux Kian.

Walnut 9-Piece Dining
Suite $95
BUFFET,

CHINA

CLOSET, TABLE AND SIX CHAIRS

Many Others At Reasonable Prices
SPECIAL THIS

WEEK

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
283 MAIN STREET.

Tel. 713.

ROCKLAND

Jt GREAT CLEARANCE SALE Jt
LOOIS IN OUR WINDOWS for a Few of OUR BARGAINS
39c

ARROW
SHIRTS
$1.35

MEN’S
KHAKI PANTS
$1.19

MEN’S

SHOES AND

CHILDREN’S

SUITS
20% Discount

TENNIS SHOES

PLAY SUITS

All Reduced

89c

SILK LINED

PRESIDENT

ATHLETIC

NECKWEAR

BRACES
39c

UNION SUITS
59c

50c and 75c value

69c

CAPS
$1.25

CHILDREN’S

MEN’S

ARROW

WASH SUITS

UNION
/ SUITS
89c

COLLARS

SUMMER
UNDERWEAR

SIIX
NECKWEAR
$1.00 value

. v-S’ . . . ....

98c s.

15c

Shirts or Drawers

39c

Guarantee Clothing and Shoe Company
360 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED IF ACCOMPANIED BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

(Money Refunded If Not Satisfied)
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VINALHAVEN

TO MYSTERY LAND

The graduation exercises of the
Senior class, Vinalhaven High School U. S. Navy Planes With Mac
will be held at Memorial hall, Thurs
day evening. The public is cordially
Millan To Explore Baffin
Invited to attend. All children under
the eighth grade, who do not have
Land.
reserved seats will not be admitted. I
Tlie program: Invocation. Rev. Albert
Baffin Land, which U. S. Naw
Henderson; selection, V. H. S. Or
chestra; salutatory, Ruth Ross; piano planes of the McMillan Arctic Ex
duet, Dorothy Lyford and Charlotte pedition will explore, is one of the
Bickford; essay, ‘‘Washington Trip," least known regions of North Amer
Louise Libby; suxaphone solo, Alton ica, according to the following bulle
Nelson: class gifts, Dora Landers; j tin from the National Geographic So
violin solo, Clinton Dalzelle; proph ciety—The Society under whose aus
ecy, Glennis Coombs; presentation of pices the expedition will work:
“Frobisher discovered the southern
diplomas, Supt. E. A. Smalley; class
ode; march, orchestra.
The mem point of Baffin Lapd 349 years ago,”
“North America
bers of the class are: Alton Nelson, says the bulletin.
Alex Christie, Ruth Ross, Dorothy in those three and a half centuries
Lyford, Glennis Coombs, Louise Lib has acquired civilization and 120.000,by, Dora Landers, Charlotte Bickford, 000 people, but scarcely anything
Kenneth Amiro, Kenneth Smith, more is known of Baffin Land than
Herbert Mills, Herbert Sanborn, Har what the old sea captain himself dis
old Arey, Clinton Dalzelle.
The ex covered.
ercises will be followed by a grand
A Quaint Description
ball.
“Mountaynes, in most parts cov
Donald Patterson, son of Mr. and ered with snow." so Frobisher de
Mrs. A. U. Patterson and a student of scribes
the southern extremity.
University of Maine is home for the Modern discovery confirms this and
vacation.
He has been appointed his further belief that 'the norther
delegate of Psi Chapter, located at the lands have less store of snow, more
Maine University, to the National grasse, and are more playne coun
Conclave of the Kappa Sigma Frater treys.’
His description of the birds
nity held at Colorado Springs, Col., and beasts and of the Eskimos, their
from June*30 to July 2.
Mr. Patter
character, implements and boats, fits
son will stay two weeks in which to
precisely with our 1925 estimate.
see Yellowstone National Park, Grand
"Yet Frobisher touched only one
Canyon and other places of interest.
corner of this vast Island and his
He is the only representative from
successors scarcely more than the
(© by Weatern Newspaper Union.)
the State of Maine and 2500 delegates
shore, so a vast virgin Held awaits
will participate.
Vertical.
Horizontal.
Llewellyn Smith and son Louie left the expedition's cameras.
1—Limb
’
€—To quail
1—Fight
2—Past time
"Baffin Island is the third largest
Saturday for Orono to attend com
11— To pierce or stg&b
3—Negative
4—To creep
6— Wife of Zeus
6—Banner
mencement exercises of his son Vir island In the world, Australia and
12— To be defeated
Resolu
7— Defeated one
13— A pair
16—Extents
gil at the University of Maine. Neil Greenland surpassing It.
8— Part of “to be”
17—Pale
Smith and wife of Woodfords will tion Island, off the southern part of
9— Up-to-date
19— Initials of a President
Baffin Island, Is about on a latitude
also attend the exercises.
10—To manage with hands
20— To strut
Rev. A. G. Henderson preached the of the southern shore line of Alaska
14—To anvelop
22—Physician (abbr.)
baccalaureate sermon Sunday morn and of Oslo, capital of Norway and
16—Archaic expletive
2*3—Part of a coat
But Baffin Island is
18—So be it!
20—Confidences
ing at Union church to the graduat Leningrad.
26— To entangle
21—Mechanism composed of a ratch
27— Narrative poem
ing class V, H. S. It was a tine ser more than one thousand miles in
and pawl
28— Girl’s name
mon and was listened to with much length, so Its northern latitude is file
24—One who pipes
30— Prong of a fork
interest by the large audience. Miss hundred miles north of both Ham26—Necessary to life
31— Fore part of boat
Helen Orcutt was soloist and there morfe8t, at the top of Scandinavia,
28
—
Reverential
fear
29
—
Fuss
82—Tube by which a fluid is con
Baffin
was special music by the High School and Point Barrow, Alaska.
33— Sumptuous repasts
veyed
34— After the time appointed
33—To run away
Orchestra and Glee Club under the Island has resisted thorough explor
36—Stern
38—Never (poet.)
36—Self
37—End of the arm
It
direction of supervisor of music, ation by virtue of Its vastness.
40—Soil
42—Squabble 39—A lack
Albra Vinal Smith. At the evening is larger than any State of the United
41— Mean dwelling placa
43—Preposition
44—To beseech
meeting Mrs. A. G. Henderson was States except Texas and would make
47—Each (abbr.)
48—To stitch 42— Official headdress of a bishop
soloist.
There was also a selection almost four New Englands.
45— Doubtful history
60— To throw up
46— A sepulchral chest
by the trio. Mrs. Henderson. Miss
61— Make a mistake
Region of “Great Lakes"
49—To marry
51—Even (poet)
62— Large pitcher
64—Dry
Blanche Hamilton and David Duncan.
“A lake nearly as large as Ontario
53—War department (abbr.)
66— Seat for a rider on a horse
Mrs. Frederick Lennox, who has is one of the Island’s features. Ang65—Note of scale
67— Ditch
been the guest of her daughters. Mrs. makjuak, “the great water," in Es
Balatloa will appear In next Isane.
Lawrence Ames and Mrs. Edward kimo language. Is 120 miles long and
Greenleaf left Friday for Boston.
40 miles wide.
It is, however, only
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brown and Mr.
Solution to Saturday's Puzzle
one of the 'Great Lakes' of Baffin
MARTINSVILLE
and Mrs. John Strongles spent Sat
Island.
There are also TesseyoakA B L eB aFARI
At the regualr meeting of Ocean
urday and Sunday at Camp Restless | juak Lake and Lake Netselik.
The
at the Ames' Farm.
View Grange on Monday, it was
FLEA
Bissn
i latter may be larger than AngniakThe summer has begun In earnest
voted to hold its annual fair on July
juak.
22.
at The Ames Farm. Guests there on :
□BB BBEH
"These lakes offer one of the few
Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. Foy
The next meeting of the Ladies'
BEDcn Eiann Brown, daughters Ivaloo and Doris, places for safe water landings for
Circle will be with Mrs. M. J. Harris
sons James and Paul from North Ha planes to be found anywhere in the
June 18. It was voted at their meet
ven; Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Cassie, A Arctic. Floating Ice Is an ever pres
ing on Thursday to hold their an
F. Creed, Mr. and Mrs. Harvard C. ent danger In me sea but the hlgii
nual fair Aug. 12.
Burgess, son Eugene, daughters Lou , temperatures of the warmed lake
C. M. Mason is doing work on the
ise and Alice, Miss Charlotte-Bick l water eliminate this hazard.
interior of G. K. Marshall’s house.
Fish Through Igloo Floors
ford, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brown, Mr.
Rev. and Mrs. S. E. Packard were
and Mrs. John Strongles, James I, , “South Sea islands are supposed
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Calderwood, Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Smith I to afford a life of magnificent ease
Mrs. William Harris.
and Mrs. C. L. Calderwood. Visitors i in contrast with the Arctic, since
Mrs. Mary Gardner has returned
are welcome at all times.
I there a family can live on the fruit
from Camden where she spent the
Wednesday evening Mrs. Ada Creed | of three trees.
Baffin Island Es
winter. It is pleasant to have our
entertained the Sewing Club.
kimos, however, have improved on
neighbors come home.
Elmer Simmers returned Friday j this handy commissary. In the wlorg
GLENMERE
from Knox Hospital.
! ter they build their igloos on theClyde, son of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Max Conway spent the weekend tn j lakes, cut a hole through the parlor
Stanley,' was taken to Knox Hos
Miss Catherine Andrews spent Me
Rockland to visit his wife who re ! floor,, and fish for their dinner.
The
pital on Monday and operated upon morial Day at home.
for appendicitis. All are glad to
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Keene of cently underwent an operation for I Eskimo population is placed at 676.
hear favorable reports from him.
Rockland spent Memorial Day with appendicitis at Knox Hospital.
“Rivers and lakes of the island are
'Mrs. Herbert Calderwood and : well stocked with fish, notably se.i
Mrs. Teressa Hooper and her her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Byron Da
daughter
Marlon
were
In
Rockland
daughter. Mrs. Roy Hupper, have vis.
I trout and speckled trout.
The ArcI tic hare wolves, and white and blue
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ward have Saturday.
been quite ill the past week but are
Miss
Evelyn
Manson
returned
Sat

returned to their home in Lynn, Mass.
improving.
I foxes are found. The foxes apparMr. and Mrs. Eugene Smith were urday from Portland.
I ently live on mice of various kinds.
G. N. Bachelder attended the Bap
H.
L.
Sanborn
who
has
been
in
in Rockland last week.
Reindeer are numerous and a few
tist convention held in Lewiston.
Mrs. Gridley has arrived at her town the past week, returned Mon musk oxen are believed to inhabit the
C. E. Freeman has moved his
day
to
Portland.
northern section,
family to Tenant's Harbor where he summer home.
Roy Gross returned Saturday from
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Davis and
“Commander MacMillan believes
has bought a new home.
Boston.
daughter of Redstone, X. H., were
that Baffin Island may contain the
Sidney Dow has his house wired j
Mrs.
E.
C.
McIntosh
entertained
the
callers at Mrs. Eugene Smith’s re
mysterious home of the blue goose.
for electric lights.
members of her Sunday School class
cently.
It is known that the trumpeter swan
Edward Chaples will soon move
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Sheerer of Ten at Camp Merrie Macs Saturday.
and the common eider breed on Not
his family into the house recently ant’s Harbor, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Schooge re
tingham Island, at the mouth of Hud
occupied by C. E. Freeman which he Sheerer and daughter Marguerite of turned Saturday from Rockland.
son Bay, but the breeding ground of
has purchased.
The Round-a-Bout
Club
met
Providence. R. I., were guests of Mr.
There was a large attendance at and Mrs. Frank Wiley recently.
Thursday with Mrs. Andrew Johnson the blue geese, whose flying wedges,
hooting across the spring sky are so
the meeting of Pomona.
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Wiley of Mar and after a New England boiled din
Mrs. J. W. McIntire has returned tin’s Point attended services here on ner the members enjoyed an auto familiar to North America, has never
Should this home
from her visit in Thomaston.
The next been discovered.
May 31 and were dinner guests of Mr. ride to North Haven.
The Ice man has been very much and Mrs. Charles Wiley.
meeting will be held with Mrs. Au be discovered it will open up a vir
gin field for an Important ornitholo
in demand recently.
brey Ames.
Some good work has been done on
Mrs. Walter Ingerson was hostess gical study. No danger of the planes
Beach avenue this week by Road
to the Variety Club Tuesday evening. colliding with great flocks of fright
Commissioner A. J. Rawley and) his: H. M. de ROCHEMONT
The testimonal meeting of the ened birds Is Anticipated, since sim
men.
Christian
Science Society will be held ilar geese breeding in islands north
106 PLEASANT STREET
Wednesday evening at 7.30.
The of Siberia lose their power of fight
because of molting during the nesting
Hot Weather Drinks, delicious, re
PLUMBING, HEATING public is cordially Invited.
season.
freshing, in three varieties; Lily
TEL. 244-W
Chop Tea, Iced.
Rumford Ginger
Flowers and Butterflies Abound
117tf
FRIENDSHIP
Ale. Za Rex.—adv.
"For delightful, summer climate a
Miss Dorothy Burns sustained a
broken bone in her left ankle by a person would not go to the seashoie
Curfall from the sidewalk
icuain iCLCilll)',
recently.
| of Eaffln Island, but Inland.
returned ren,tf’ bearlns icebergs and chilled by
Mrs .Susan Bradford
Tuesday from a week’s stay In melting ice make the coast cool and
damp.
Inland, within the shelter of
Thomaston.
Granville Brow
Is driving
a the rocks, the sun beats down for
long hours of the Arctic day.
Bril
Studebaker.
Callers at R. R. Thompson's .Me liant flowers blossom, butterflies en... liven the warmed rocks, and even the
morial Day were ________
Ed. Hall____
and___
famlly, Capt. Wallace Brown and family ! l'est^eroUH summer flies irritate
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Robinson of modern explorers just as much as
Wiley's Corner, Mrs. Lizzie Thomp they did Frobisher.
"Like the Americas, Baffin Island
son and Maurice Hall of Friendship
Mrs. Lena Cushman of Long Is takes its name, not from its disIndigestion. Why, at times she could
A Medicine That Will Do hardly keep a particle of food on her land is visiting her sister, Nellie erer but from a later ex'plorer, Wil
liam Baffin. Baffin never led an exWhat Karnak Has Done stomach, and she would have sick Sylvester,
Wilbur Pitcher and Mrs. Fred | P*ditlon to ltH shores, but his sclenheadaches that lasted from three days
For My Wife Is Bound To to a week at a time.
Pitcher were In town over Memorial t , c observat*ons made as pilot on
three Important ventures Into the
Day.
"She
just
couldn
’
t
eat
any
pastry,
Help Anybody,” Says
Percy Wincapaw la suffering with ‘Northwest’ earned him the honor of
fats or starchy food at all, and was
having the great island, as well as
Well Known Grocer.
always bothered with constipation. neuritis In his arm.
Nellie Thompson returned home the big bay between North Green
Her nerves were so on edge that the
land and Baffin Island, named after
The praise heaped upon Karnak, the least thing would set her in a tremble, Friday from Lowell, Mass., where
him. His most remarkable voyage
nsational medicine that has caused and she was so weak and rundown she visited relatives.
Hartland Wallace
returned to was with Robert Bylot. ship master,
ich intense interest in Rockland, that we didn’t know what to do. She
through Davis Strait, now the high
•ows greater and greater every day. had tried medicine after medicine, Portland Wednesday after spending road to North Greenland, anil into
From all sections of Maine and New some of them she couldn’t even keep a few days in town.
Mrs. Dwight Stanley and son Al Baffin Bay, which had never been
ampshire men and women in all on her stomach, and the others didn’t
fred
are at Charles Murphy's for the seen by white men before.
help
her.
alks of life are daily reporting the
“At the top of the bay, Baffin
ost remarkable results in restored
"But when she began taking Kar summer.
noted down the great declination of
George
Stevens
of
Warren
is
the
nak
and
tlie
Karnak
Pills,
why,
it
■alth, strength and energy after
the compass, the greatest discovered
king the amazing medicine. Kar- was just what she needed. Why, she guest of his son. Constable Stevens.
up to that time. Three merchant
John
and
Robert
Mitchell,
Les
noted
an
improvement
from
the
very
ik has become the talk of the enadventurers of London’s rialto, who
re town, and Tn every neighborhood first day, and steadily improved un .Morton and Roy Carter are carpen
sent this expedition and many others
111 he found someone who has a re til three bottles of the medicine has tering at Camp Wapello.
to plant the British flag in new soil,
Mrs.
Lottie
Wallace
Simmons
of
made
her
just
like
a
new
person.
adable story to tell about their exare memorialized ip guide posts to
Why,
she
eats
things
now
that
she
Portland,
formerly
of
Friendship,
■rience.
the Arctic left by this expedition:
Such statements as the following wouldn’t have dared touch before, and has recently been awarded 3250 In a
Lancaster Sound, for Sir James
she
doesn't
have
a
bit
of
trouble
any
prize
contest,
the
subject
being
“
Ba

om Clifford S. Hamilton, well known
Lancaster, boundary jo Baffin Is
more
from
indigestion,
headaches
or
nanas."
Mrs.
Simmons
writes
poetry
■ocer, of 4C4 Main street, Cumberland on the northwest; Jones Sound,
nd Mills, Me., regarding his wife's constipation. Her nerves have been and short stories, one of which was farther north, for Sir Francis Jones;
markable experience with Karnak, wonderfully strengthened, too, and published in the Boston Post. She
she wouldn’t he without Karnak in Is the author of a successful play, and Smith Sound, on which Etah
■e being heard on all sides.
lies, for Sir Thomas Smith.
"I want to tell you this Karnak is the house. Her food used to ferment every detail of the program being |
carried
out
under
her
direction.!
* Land of Many Parts
in
her
stomach
and
catused
her
awful
eat. Why, it's simply remarkable,”
ys Mr. Hamilton. "Just as my wife suffering with gas, bin that’s all a Mrs. Simmons is also quite a mu-1 "Baffin Island is virtually a land
ys herself, this medicine has fixed thing of the past, too. We just rec sician, attended the Conservatory of I of many lands. Within Its shores
■r up to where she can enjoy life ommend Karnak to everybody, for a Music and now writes both words are Penny Land Cumberland, Hopp' "er Land, Greenwood Land, Cockice more, and after you know the medicine that will do what Karnak and music.
William Osier has moved his faml- I bvvn Land, Fox Land, Prince Wil
rrible condition she was in, why, has done for her is bound to help
anyone."
,u won’t be surprised that we are
ly into one of Levi Noyes' tene llam Land, Milne Land and Meta
Karnak is sold In Rockland exclu ments.
Incognita. So sprawled out Is the
aising Karnak to everybody.
•TH tell you, my wife suffered so sively by the Corner Drug Store; in
tlrs. Phoebe Burns has returned island with points and promontories
om stomach trouble that she could Thomaston by McDonald’s Rexall home from Portland, where she has|tbat a succession of explorers disarcely eat anything tliaf she cared Store; in Union by Gordon-Lovejoy been caring for her daughter, Mrs. cavere,f various parts independently.
r. It just seemed that everything Co.; and by tlie leading druggist In Leslie Cushman, who is suffering | W *tb tbe Wish father to the
from a ncryous break dowii|
thought, they christened their find
juld bring on an attack of nervous every city.—adv.

TWIN-WILLOW

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

FARM
R. W. DAVIS & SONS
: ,: Dealers in : :

Milk,

Cream
and Skim Milk

WHOLESALE and RETAIL

TEL. 591-4
Thomaston St., ROCKLAND, ME.
65*77

EASTERN
STEAMSHIP
LINES*

k

1

Inc.

BOSTON & BANGOR LINE
STANDARD TIME

Leave Bangor(dally except Sunday)
at 2 P. M„ Winterport 2.45 P. M„
Bucksport 3.30 P. M„ Belfast
6 P. M., Camden 5.45 P. M„ Rock
land 8 P. M„ due Boston following
morning about 7 A. M. Return;
Leave Boston 6 P. M. (Daylight
Saving Time).
Leave Rockland (dally except Mon
day) at 5 A. M.
Camden 5.45
A. M., Belfast 7.15 A. M„ Bucks
port 8.45 A. M„ Winterport 9.15
A. M„ due Bangor 10 A. M.
BAR HARBOR AND
BLUE HILL LINES

Leave Rockland (daily except Mon
day) at 5 A. M. Returning leave
Bar Harbor 1 P. M. and Blue Hill
12.30 P. M. for all landings in each
direction.
Sailings dally from India Wharf
Boston, for New York at 5 P. M.
(Daylight Saving Time).

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

Ths Great American
Cooling System
AST side—west side—all abound the
town,N uGrape is waiting on almost ev
ery comer to give you perfect refreshment.

E

NuGrapc is different from anything you’ve
ever tasted. After the first bottle has
laughed your thirst away—you’ll wonder
how it can be sold for a lowly nickel.

Sold Everywhere—in

this distinctive
trade-marked bottle to prevent substitution.

BEGHE EEB FUSHdCl
□ BBEB

The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN'S
ISLAND
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT’.
In effect June I, 1925
(Subject to change without notice)
VINALHAVEN LINE
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven, dally, except
Sunday, at 6.30 A. M., and 1 P. M., arriving
at Rockland at 8 A M. and 2 30 P. M.
Returning leaves Rockland at 9 A. M , and
3.30 P. M
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally except
Sunday at 5.30 A. M.. Stonington at 6.30,
North Haven at 7.30, due at Rockland about
8 5j>.
Returning, leaves Rockland 1 30 P. M,
North Haven at 2 30, Stonington at 3.40. duo
to arrive at Swan’s Island about 5 P. M.
B. H. STINSON,
General Agent.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time

I

Trains Leave Rockland for

DRINK

At all soft drink

dealers and
soda founts

Sc

Reg. U S Par Off.

IMITATION GRAPE - NOT GRAPE JUICE

A FLAVOR YOU CANT. FORGET

NEW GRAPE BOTTLING CO.
16 PARK PLACE

a ‘land.’ Later exploration has tied
all these diverse lands’ into one is
land, Baffin Island.
“It is easy to guess that Meta In
cognita, the odd name for southern
most Baffin Island is the little joke
of Queen Elizabeth, for she bear ewer*
It. Discoveries’ were as common as
rain In her age when civilization
was first going into high gear. Land
bodies sprang up on maps like
mushrooms. ‘Queen Bess’ was bored,
perhaps, when the caparisoned and
courtly Frobisher sought audience
to lay his latest find at her feet
“‘What manner of land Is this?’
she probably asked.
“With an explorer’s pride of dis
covery he undoubtedly told with
fervor of the ‘mountaynes in most
parts covered with snow,” the ab
sence of trees, and the handful of
Eskimo inhabitants.
Would her
gracious majesty choose to give a
name to this new found land? Her
majesty would. There must have
been a twinkle in the royal eyes as
she named it .Meta Incognita, mean
ing ‘beyond the unknown.’
“But Queen Elizabeth’s joke is
still good and not until the U. S.
Navy airplanes have surveyed it,
will Baffin Island he beyond the un
known.’ ”

ROCKLAND

THE STRAWBERRY

George Paterson of Watei ville has
been in town.
Mrs. Lena S. Heron has opened her
cottage at Martin’s Point for the
summer.
E. A. Glidden was in Boston last
week.
Harry Johnson returned Saturday
to Manchester, N. H., after spending
the week in town.
Mrs. Walter Kuhn has returned
from New York.
Mrs. Theresa Keene has been vis
iting her sister in Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Deymore of
Freeport were in town last week.
George Benner of Portland spent
the weekend at L. C. Waltz’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gilchrist of
Providence, R. I., were in town Fri
day enroute to Belfast w '.ere they
will be guests of M^. Gilchrist’s fa
ther.
Mrs. Crosby K. Waltz is at her
home here for a short time.
Mrs. Bessie W. Kingsbury has re
turned to Portland.
Mrs. Marie Ogden Embree of New
York, who is at her summer home in
Nobleboro, was in town Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brown and
Miss .Madeline Brown returned to
Machias Sunday.
Stephen Barnard of Belfast has
been visiting friends in town.
Betty Compson and Jack Holt are
co-starred in the great Broadway
success “Eve’s -Secret” to he seen at
the Star Theatre tonight. .It is the
story of a beautiful siren and the
men who learned about woyien from
her. William Collier, Jr. that clever
son of a clever father, has a promi
nent part and Vera Lewis, Lionel
Belmore aijd Marto Carillo add their
talent to this superb production.

from the vines. And what is more
delicious than a dish of the wild
berry, with cream, as some prefer
which every country boy and girl
knows so well, and which is so often
associated with warm days and the
fragrance of new’ mown hay.
•
L. E. W.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
The recent item alluding to the
quantity of strawheruies in the mar
ket. recalls what I)r. Boteler said:
“Doubtless God could have made a
better berry, hut doubtless God never
did.” Most people will agree with
Relatives are people who wonder
this statement, for it is a luscious how’ you manage to get by.—Burling
fruit, especially when picked fresh ton Hawk-eye.

RADIO SERVICE
ASSEMBLING
TESTING
REBUILDING AND
REPAIR WORK
EXPERT ADVICE

R. W. TYLER
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

DR. E. W. PEASLEE

Dentist
Tuesday and Friday Evenings by
Tel. 38.

Appointment
375 Main St.

Rocklanc

Hours; 1:30 te 5:00
Tuesday end Friday Evsnine, 6:30 to 8:00
,
Ollies

W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHO.

Wf/

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE

a

COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
VELOPING. PRINTING ANO EN
LARGING.

370 Main Street, Rockland
DR. T. L. McBEATH

Osteopathic Physician
Hiou Just
it’s WelL

Your baby, too, can laugh
WALDOBORO

TEL. 780-M

Augusta. A§7.00a. m., 17.45 a. m., 71.10p. m.
Bangor. Aj7.()Oa. m., f7.45a. m., tl-lOp.m.
Boston, A {7.00a m., f7.45a. m., f 1.10p. m.
Brunswick, A}7.(X) a. m., f7.45a. m., |L10 p.m.;
t5.35 p. in.
Lewiiton. A 17.00 a. m., 77.45 a. m., |1.10 p. m.
New York. tl.lOp. m.
Portland. A§7.00 a. m., f7.45 a. m., fl.10 p. in.e
1135 p. m.
Waterville, A57.OO a.m., f7.45a.ni., tl.lOp. m.
Woolwich. A {7.00 a. m., f7.45 a m.. flJO p m.;
fo.35 p. m.
t Daily, except Sundays.
5 Sundays onlv
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
wich.
•

and coo and crow in the
best of health

Qjou, Just
Know its
JVOT Well.

Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

There is no reason for your
baby to look or feel
this way

ARTHUR L. ORNE

CONSTIPATION
means SUFFERING
Poor little thing! It can’t tell when the milk is wrong, or it
has a little cold, or any of the hundred things that might
happen to one so young! But nature can—and does. The
baby becomes constipated.it cries.it frets. That Is the warn
ing to look out. Dangerand disease are lurking in the body.
All the poisons are bottled up in that little frame. Relieve
this condition at once or you may have a very sick child.

Dr. Caldwell’s

SYRUP PEPSIN
The Family Laxative
:i

—relieves constipation and brings the little one back to
health. It restores the bowels to normal activity and so
gently that the haby joyously laughs. It’s Nature’s relief
for constipation — Egyptian senna, pepsin and pleasing
aromatics in a pleasant tasting liquid combination pre
scribed by Dr. Caldwell for years in his extensive prac
tice and used throughout the country for over 30 years.
Qentlc As

Nature—
Pleasingly Sweet

Nor is baby the only one who needs
it As effective lor old as for young.
Your bowels should act at least twice
daily. Do they? If not, assist Nature
as millions are doing annually. Buy a
bottle of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
now and use as directed. More than
10.000.000 bottles sold annually.
It ia .old everywhere medicine it mW—
and guaranteed. Try it at onr ride Your
drusgut will return your money it it fails
to do es promised.

TAKE

DKCALBWEIXS
SYKUP PEPSIN
"TNI

U

RY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Ttleoksae IM
UNION ST. ROCKLAND. ME.

PEPSIN STBUP COMPANY

Insurance
Successor te A_ J. Erskine

A

Oo.

417 MAIN 8T................ROCKLAND

DR. JAMES KENT

Osteopath
38 SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND

Telephone 323

36-tf

FRANK H. INGRAHAM

Attorney and Counselor at
Law
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
Tslepsonet—Office 488; House 693-R

Emery B. Howard, D. D. S.
DENTIST
DENTAL XRAY and DIAGNOSIS

Above Huston-Tuttle Book Store
ROCKLAND, ME.

39tf

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D
OMte Heart: I te S sad 7 te t P. M.

RetldeeH uetll ( A. M. sad ky AieelatsMi*
Teleskeee IM
THOMASTON. ME.

A. C. MOORE

Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO. »

L. R. CAMPBELL

Attorney At Law

FAMILY LAXATIVE**

S7S MAIN »T, ROCKLAND. ME.

5
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THROUGH TRIALS TO TRIUMPHS’

When Better Automobilee Are Built, Buick Will Build Them

Successful Graduation Exercises For Class of Fourteen
From Rockport High Held Friday.

their successful future. Classmates:
Sad times come In the lives of every
one and tonight Is one of our first.
After four years of happy Intercourse
and study we now must part.
The
best of wishes Is extended to you that
you may pass through all life’s' trials
to triumph."

• ♦ » •

EAST APPLETON
Recent callers at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. George Ames were Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbur Hilt, Linwood Hilt,
Margaret Levenseller, Mr. and Mrs.
Alvah Ames, Rev. and Mrs. E. S.
Ufford. Bertha Simmons and Dr. H.
H., Plumer of Union, G. C. Rolerson
of Auburn and Mrs. Clara Went
worth of Appleton.
Mark Ames has returned from
Newton Theological Seminary, after
passing the exams there.
Mrs. Robert Gushee Is visiting
friends in Warren.
Mrs. Clara Wentworth was the
guest of Miss Fannie Gushee Sun
day.
George Pierce and sister Irene,
were recent callers in this vicinity.
Edward Ames was In Rockland on
business this week.
Mrs. Clara "Wentworth recently re
turned from Rockland.

of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rhodes, Jr.,
The class ode was written by Mary
X)f West Rockport.
Somewhat far E. Brann and Angie M. Went. Tune,
ther down another paragraph read "The Rosary."
•Charles Gregory leaves Tuesday for Now classmates we are together to
New York when he expects to make
say our last farewell,
his debut as aviator In a new plane, Memories of our dear High School
X. Y. Z?
The third item read "The
days, the scenes we’ve cherished
Famous Actor Arnold Bartlett, who In
so well;
company with Rudolph Valentino and So through life we'll gaily Journey,
Douglas Fairbanks has been touring
striving to win the day,
Italy, wlll return Wednesday and Yet there Is a thrill of sadness that
begin work on his latest picture
will not pass away.
Rockport’s Invincible? Turning the
Chorus
pages I found the future of the fou\- No more, the good old friends, no
remaining students,
Mary Marriner
more, the well known way,
was now a famous hairdresser as For us new paths are marked, new
was also our qlass historian Grace
duties fill our days;
'Butterfield. The picture of a college Though trials may come we’ll never
campus w,Ts noticed and the lines
fail; holding our motto high,
Informed me that It was Payson Uni Through Trials to Triumph we'll ever
versity and a picture of Prof. Payson .
eve" strive.
founder and President of the insti
The diplomas were conferred by
tute and the lady friend beside him
Supt. H. C. Hull who In a most pleas
was none othler than my old class
ing and apprfiprlate manner referred
mate Catherine Kaler, now Mrs. Payto the time when he had stood where
son and assistant teacher in the col these young people are now standing
lege."
and the years had passed like tho
The presentation of Gifts was passing of the ships In the night
made In a very interesting manner by
Milford A. Payson.
To Marlin Up and congratulated the class on tho
success they had achieved and en
ham he gave a Latin book to be used
' f"- ' *
couraged them to the best things ir.
when she took charge of the Latin life.
department
in
Rockport
High
School.
Because tfiis type
Special mention should be made of
To Catherine Kaler the gum collect
the music under the efficient direc
develops the greatest speed and power. All
ed from the waste basket which she tion of Mrs. Sanborn which formed a
had placed there by command of the large part of the program.
The
first .place winners of the Indianapolis 500
teacher as a reminder of High School Senion Quartet "On Wings of Song"
days.
Grace Butterfield received a
and "Forget-me-not” by the Senior
mile race since 1912 have had Valve-in-Heald
curling iron to be used should she
Girls as well as the chorus were much
open a Beauty Parlor. Francis Dow
engines. Buick pioneered the Valve-in-Head
enjoyed with ' the support of Miss
who had always said “I won’t do this" Charlotte Cross as
accompanist.
•T
would
that
my
tongue
could
utter
and ”1 can't see how It’s done,” was Benediction was pronounced by Rev.
engine in 1904 and has used it ever sine®
The thoughts that arise In me."
givep a mule.
To Mary Brann for
She welcomed friends and said in her proficiency In the art of drawing, J. N. Palmer.
because it is more powerful, more economical
The Graduates: Classical Course—
part, "To us, this is a great occa a box of water colors to be used when
sion, a red letter day, one of the she became an artist later In life. Markin E. Upham, Milford A. Payson.
and more dependable.
brightest spots in all our lives, and Huse Tibbetts who lias always General Course—Willlum A. Bartlett,
bound to live forever In our memo- showed great love for sport was given Mary E. Brann, Grace B. Butterfield,
ies.
To some, it may be a pleas- a miniature gun which will recall Harold E. Buzzell. Francis P. Dow,
int place to be amused for an hour. the pleasant weeks spent in Northern Charles E. Gregory, Mildred V. Heald,
>'
I’o those who have a personal inter- I ? ine while his classmates were Catherine L. Kaler, Corlnna M. Mar
57 PARK STREET
est in us, It means of course, far i £. ,ggi|ng over their books on Dla- riner, Mary Marriner, Huse N. Tib
more.
To our parents and relatives mjnd Hill.
with some difficulty he betts and Angie M. Welt.
Tlie class officers are President,
When better automobiles are built, Buick will build them it is an hour of pride and affection; cbose as a gift for Corlnna Marriner Milford A. Payson; vice president,
to our teachers an hour of mingled an artIelc seidom used by her, a box
joy in our success, and regret, we j ot rouge.
Mary Marrinel. was pre. Angie M. Welt; secretary, Catherine
trust at the necessary parting.
As sented with a miniature mirror which L. Kaler; treasurer, Mary E. Brann.
The teachers were G. Lester Hal9,
to enter two of his boats in races in for us, this occasion closes an epoch wm not shew her up so consplcuAT DARK HARBOR
England this season.
in our lives, the most important per- ous]y as the one used when he met principal, Virginia M. Bean, Avis M.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward S. Mbore of iod that we have yet known.
We ber |asb William Bartlett, who was Cox, Mrs. W. H. Sanborn.
A Gay Season Is Expected At New York with their daughters and tsk you then, dear friends to be glad often late to school received a “Big The class colors, gold and white;
son Edward S Moore, Jr., will again with us and for us, and assure you of Ben." Angle Welt. who baR been „ class flower, daisy; class motto,
This Noted Resort.
summer at Islesboro, where they iur joy at having you with us on this j ieader among the girls and taken a “Through Trials to Triumph."
spend much of tlielr time cruising
great liking to basketball was given a
Everything indicates one of the and racing on their yacht Whisper occasion.’’
• • •
basket to recall many baskets she
gayest seasons in years at Dark
ROCKPORT
A. M. Andrews and family of NewThe history of the class was well
MilHarbor, Islesboro, this summer and York will be among those who will written and delivered by Grace B. had scored against old rivals.
Mrs.
Veronica
Gray left Sunday to
dred
Heald
was
after
much
search
on
practically every cottage is either come for the season, and will be Butterfield. "The town of Rockport
leased or will be occupied by its at The Inn. The John T. Pratts will was awakened September eighth by the part of the giver, presented with spend the summer at her home In Ex
eter, N. H.
owners, many coming the first and also he guests at the Inn. and the clamorous cries and joyful outbursts a beautiful picture, a country scene
Mrs. Julia Gould who has been the
middle of June. While Islesboro Inn Harold I. Pratts will open thqjr cot if enthusiasm, as a crowd of boys and “Cross Roads" the title of which
will not be formally opened until the tage on the West Shore early.in the girls armed with baggage, pencil should she desire could be changed to guest of Mrs. Ella Eaton at the
"Charles Rhodes?” To Charles Greg Thorndike homestead, returned Mon
1st of July, guests will be received season.
boxes, rulers, etc., rushed through tlie ory, the handy, all around man, was day to her home In Somerville, Mass.
the last week in June, when several
The usual Boston coterie will eome streets headed for the pier when the presented a hammer.
Harold BuzMrs. Arthur Berry Is the guest of
New York families are due to ar early this season and will include
ihip of "1925" was waiting.
It was zen, the iast on the list, but by no her sister, Mrs. Emeline Abbott In
rive.
tlie J. Murray Fortieses of Milton umored that the ship was to take j means the least, whose Ford is rather Brewer.
Mrs. Clarence Dillon of New York with Miss Dorothy Forbes, who
hem upon a four year’s trip thbough small Is given a larger car which
Trygve Heistad Is at home from
Is the guest of the Charles Dana spent the winter at her cottage' at
irduous and troublesome waters in xa-lll be more commodious for himself the University pf Maine for the sum
Gibsons at Seven Hundred Acre Is Saranac Lake, and Miss Mary
luest of the Fountain of Perfect Un- and Gwendolyn.
Having delivered mer vacation.
land, while her new summer home Forbes, who will occupy the Forbes
understanding. The crew numbered gifts to each of his classmates which
'Mr. and Mrs. William Newbert and
in Dark Harbor is being settled. The place on the West Shore.
, y ,
twenty-two.
The ship had just I may recall good old times at dear old daughter Joan of New York are
Dillon place is one of the largest
Then there are the Dudley-Howes, leared when two young laides came Rockport High, In behalf of the class gudsts of Mrs. Cora Whitney.
and, most attractive in Islesboro the Henry S. Howes, the Frederick breathlessly into view; one from cul- he left to the school the familiar
Miss Catharine Robarts is em
comprising 14 acres on the west Moseleys, Dr. and Mrs. EdWin A
tured Boston and the other from the songs and to the Juniors he said "Try ployed at "Orchard Grill."
shore and will he opened for the first Daniels, Dr. and Mrs. Frederick wilds of Patten. Me." Many advan- to fill our places the coming year so
Miss Virginia Bean left Saturday
time this season.
Shattuck, Mrs. George Silsbee, the tures of the voyage were told by Miss that our genial presence wlll not be for her home in Greene, where she
The very first arrivals of the Sum George Lewises, and others.
Butterfield for the most part sailing missed as sadly as we expect.
will spend the summer.
mer Colony were Mr. and Mrs.
'» • • ♦
During the secFrom Philadelphia come the Wil •n smooth waters.
Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham was in
Charles Dana Gibson who came liam Ellis Sculls, after an absence ind year of their voyage they made
The
valedictory
was well written Bangor Saturday where she was the
shortly after returning from Europe of two years, to occupy their cottagi the resolve to visit the Capitql City and delivered by Marlon
E. Upham. guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Walmsley.
Their
picturesque
island
home near the Inn; the John Kearsley it the end of their voyage.
Much The subject was the class motto, She was accompanied by her daugh
known as Indian Island, is on Mitchells and children, the Living interest was taken In athletics and
"Through Trials to Triumphs.” "How ter who has been attending school tn
Seven Hundred Acre Island, a short
stone L. Biddles, the George Wash under the faithful guidance of Coach oft we hear the word trial spoken in Milo.
distance off shore from Islesboro but ington Childs Drexels.
'Mrs. E. H. St. Clair of Owl's Head
Hale the boys team In basket baH despairing tones.
The world is filled
Included in the township.
Rev. William G. Thayer, 6f St brought us fame, winning the cham with trials large and small.
They was the recent guest of her parents.
One of the social events of the Marks School, Southboro, Mass, pionship of the Knox and Lincoln
are experienced by everyone from in- Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Whitmore.
mid-summer season will he the wed
League.
Their goal was attained ! fancy to old age.
As children,
Miss Mabel Doucett is at Orchard
will be an early arrival.
ding on Aug. 26 of Miss Mary
The F. Murray Forbeses of Wel ind the Washington trip enjoyed. ! troubles are magnified which in real Inn where she has employment for
Christy Tiffany, daughter of the lesley will join the colony of Bos But not in vain the class of 1925, for ity could hardly be called trials. As the summer.
George S. Tiffanys of St. Louis and
John Marshall and family have
tonians here this season and the while the voyage of High School life I we grow older those same troubles
John T. Pratt. Jr., son of John T. Edward D. Brandigees .who has is at an end the voyage of real life is are multiplied a thousand fold, all of moved from the S. D. Carleton house
Pratt of New York and Glen Cove,
leased their cottage while they hare Just here and now at its triumphant which have to be overcome one by to the Robinson house corner Pleas
which will take place in Islesboro.
one.
If they are not conquered we ant street and Camden Road.
been in Scotland, will return but will commencement.
probably
In
St.-Mary-Of-thc-Isle
Brainerd Paul who has been teach
* * * *
are completely overwhelmed by them.
go to North Haven for the summer
Church.| Te romance of these young
Corninna XI. Marriner in a unique Lincoln In his second inaugural ad- ing in Howland Is the guest of his
F. K. Leach who was assistant
people began with their meeting In
manager of The Gotham, NCw York tnd pleasing manner foretold the fu- j dress said, "He tlfat has never known parents, Mr. and Mrs. William A.
Islesboro three years ago and both
Strange trials is but half acquainted with Paul.
during the winter will again officiate ture of her classmates.
families have long been Identified
Miss Frances Nason of Hampden
as clerk at The Inn. of which D. H things happen to us sometimes and others or himself? During our four
with the
place.. Miss Tiffany's
Smith is manager.
Miss Alice mysterious gifts are apt to fall from j years course we have met great dlffl- who Is teaching in Rockland was the
grandfather, Dexter Tiffany of St.
Smith who will receive her degree the everywhere into our hands, just culties. but they have been overcome guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Bullard
Louis being one of the pioneer cot
at Columbia In June will be Iter fa when we least expect it. I had said ' by the help of our many friends. To- Sunday.
tagers. The wedding wlll bring a
I would never again be surprised at night we break these ties and begin
Dr. Howard A. Trlbou of Newport.
ther's secretary.
great many society people here from
anything but when on June 1, 1950 the journey of life.
Now we must R. I., Mrs. Nancy J. Trlbou and Mrs.
Frank
L.
Polk
of
New-NYorjt.'
with
other Maine and New England sum
Annie Deane spent Sunday at Northhis family will occupy the Drapei the "Rockport Daily Record” dropped conquer alone.
mer resorts.
Miss Upham thanked parents and port.
Cottage this season.
Mr? Polk into my hand, I was willing to take
Dwight Da vis. and family of New
Miss Alice Palmer accompanied by
brought Islesboro Into the public back my rash vow. Hastily opening friends for the loving Interest they
York will arrive for the season
eye last season by being the host of the paper, I read Jn large headlines, had shown towards the class. “To her father, Rev. J. N. Palmer left hy
about the middle of June anfi his
John W. Davis, the Democratic ‘Huge Hippopotamus Captured by Superintendent and members of the Sunday night's boat for the Deaconbrother Samuel Davis and family
White Man in the Jungles of South- School Board who have shown inter- ness Hospital in Brookline, Mass.,
nominee for President.
who were here last season will come
ern Africa.”
The hunter a native est by supporting us In all our pro where she will receive treatment dur
for the summer.
of America, and the hero was Huse jects, In athletics as well as in the ing the summer.
George Whitney of New York has
APPLETON RIDGE
Tibbetts.
The familiar name of class room, we bid a fond farewell
The annual meeting of the Rock
leased the cottage owned by Mrs
Mrs. Hazel Perry, Charles Graham Upham appeared at the head of a To our teachers we owe a debt that port High' School Alumni Association
George Bird near the Jnn and will Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley and Erma page in these words, “The Advantage we cannot easily repay.
You have wlll be held Wednesday evening,
occupy It,with Ills family for the Hart attended the pictures at Park of Latin in Schools."
Marlon Up faithfully helped us in all our stud June 10.
Supper will be served in
season.
ham had taken up the language as a ies and endeavors. We thank you the Masonic banquet hall at 6.30
Theatre. Rockland, Tuesday night.
Richard Whitney and family also
The
advertisement for this assistance. We owe much standard time, to be followed by a
Mrs. Minnie Brown was In Qamden profession.
of New York will occupy tlie Theo Tuesday on business.
“Buy Your Radio Here," Francis P. to our schoolmates for the assist business meeting and program.
The
dore Frothlngham cottage on the
Mrs. Nina Hart was employed at Dow, was next noticed as proprietor ance they have given us during these banquet will he served by Harbor
West Shore.
of a large radio department. A sec years they have been with us.
We Light Chapter, O. E. S.
Luke Barker's in Union last week
Other Ney. Yorkers coming this
Mrs. Nellie Wilkins returned Fri
A. L. Sprowl made a business trip ond advertisement of a designer ot extend to them the best wishes for
season Include Albert Gallatin anil to Rockland Saturday.
wardrobes was signed Madame Marie,
day for a visit with relatives in Hope.
family who will have the F. O.
The pupils in the 5tli and 6th grade
Miss Erma Hart was the guest of Rue de l’aix, N. Y„ and known to be
Beach cottage: Julian W. Robbins Mrs. Hazel Perry Wednesday.
Mary Brann. A notice read ‘Around
receiving 100 Jn runk ’during the
who comes to the Hill cottage: S. H.
spring term were 6th: HowardCarroIl,
Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Moody and chil the World In quest of Fabulous
Philbin. who will have the MacLeod dren Lucy and Lawrence and Mrs Fountain of Youth and Beauty’ and
Richard Thomas, Ruth Miller, Doris
cottage, and John G. Milburn and •Gertrude Moody, spent Saturday In proved to be Harold BuzzelL In the
Wellman, Leona Morse.
In the 5th
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
family who come foT the season. Mr. Rockland.
Edith Riley, Thalis Spear, Evelyn
society coulmn I read the announce
The Famous Sheet Muele you too adver
Milburn Is a brother of Devereux
tised
In
all
tha
Itadh.u
magazines.
Jenkins, Vcre Crockett, Geraldine
Chrystal Stanley and Ruth Moody ment. Mrs.— followed by a strange
Over 220 Mleetiene—tend for
Milburn, the well known i«ilo player. were In Searsmont Saturday after name of Brewer, formerly Miss Angle
Page. Those receiving 90 In the 6th
catalogue.
The Clinton H. Cranes, always noon.
Welt of Rockport, accompanied by
grade were Maxine Lowell, Beulah
MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Me.
prominent at Islesboro will be missed
Barbour, Phyllis Barbour, Everett
Mis. Hazel Perry went to Martins her ten children wks the recent guest
here this season as they will spend ville Saturday to attend Pomona
McFarland, Harold McDonald. Those
the summer abroad. Mr; Crane Is Grange.
In the 5th grade recelvng 90 were
one of the most enthusiastic yachts
Constance Wellman, Carolyn Graf
Miss Helena Pierce of Rocklahd was
men in the Islesboro club and plans the weekend guest of Mrs. ;yVrthur
fam, Thelma Lane, Evelyn Carver
and
George Shallot).
Sprowl.
Nelson Moody had the misfortune
Small-Allenwood
to fall from the shed which his father
Percy L. Small of Rockport and
is building breaking a bonq in his
Miss Annie Allenwood of Camden
right hand.
were married Thursday afternoon at
Mrs. Hazel Perry was in femden
That s
you
get
2 o’clock.
The ceremony was per
Friday afternoon.
formed by Rev. F. Ernest iBmlth of
C. F. and W. M. NewberL H. C.
the Methodist church, Camden, at Mr.
Stanley, A. L. Fuller and Francis
Small’s camp on Beauchamp avenue
Scott attended the Masonic Lodge at
They were attended by Miss Flor
Searsmont Saturday evening.
ence Pendleton and (Mrs. Taylor of
Mis. Ethel Moody and daughter
Our 180 Page
Camden. The groom Is one of Rock
Lucy and Joseph and Alice Moody
Catalog, Free
port's well known’young men.
The
and mother attended the baccalau
bride is a popular young woman who
reate services at Union Sunday morn
♦or the asking, lists
has made many friends and both
ing.
just what you want.
bride and groom are receiving con
Mr. and Mrs. Jenness Kellar and
The K & W dealei
gratulations and best wishes from a
daughter of Lincolnville and Mrs
in your neighborlarge circle of friends.
They will
Mabel Richards of Camden were
each item for you.
reside for the summer at Mr. Small's
Sunday callers of their aunt, Mrs
Ai I hood has or can get
cozy eamp in Rockport which has re
Elizabeth Newbert.
Write today
cently been put in readiness.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Barnes and
[ Kendall & Whitne>
Miss Avis Cox left Saturday morn
children spent Sunday afternoon at
Portland, Me.
33 UY BY TH E CASE
ing for Meredith. N. H., to visit
A. G. Pitman’s.
(825
sttb
friends before going to her home in
UUIO
Mars HUI for the summer.
She will
Anyway, nobody charges the mod
also attend Commencement exer
ern girl with being effeminate.—
cises at Colby College.
Asheville Times.

uestlon:^ do

all of the great ra<^ing cars use Valve*
in-Head engines?

A

ttswer:

A class of fourteen was graduated
Friday evening from the Rockport
High School. The auditorium of the
ISaptlst church, where the Interesting
exercises were held, was filled to its
utmost capacity. The color scheme
of the decorations, gold and white,
was very effectively carried out, and
above the platform was suspended- In
gold letters on a grpen background
the class motto, "Through Trials to
Triumph."
At 8 o’clock to the march finely
rendered by Miss Charlotte Cross of
Rockland, a former teacher In the
High School, the chorus was mar
shalled by Alton H. Crone. '26, be
neath arches of green and white to
seats in the reur of the platform and
were followed by the members of the
class of whom the town has reason to
le proud. Prayer was offered by Rev
. N. Palmer of the Methodist church,
he chorus rendered under the direc
tion of Mrs. W. H. Sanborn of Rock
land, instructor of music In our
schools, "The Legends of the Mas
cots.”
The salutatorian of tlie Class was
Catherine Kaler who did herself
credit in her well written essay.
How many, many times in life we
ire forced to admit the inadequacy of
mere words to express the deepest
sentiment of the soul.
Our hearts
fill with emotion and we learn when
our tongues fulter and our lips refuse
to say what we wish them to, some
thing of what Tennyson had in his
mind when he wrote:

Superfine Quality

in the cup reveals its outstand
ing merit. Its rich flavor will
delight you.
Try it to-day.

Electric

IRON that says:

**Don't worry
about me: fm
minding my own
temperature ! °

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART

NEVER TOO HOT—
NEVER TOO COOL
Here’s the new Westinghouse Iron all
ready to speed up, simplify and make your
ironing-day free from worry.
This most marvelous Westinghouse Iron
controls its own temperature. It thinks
for you, acts for you.
Every time you hear it “click” you know it’s
» either turning the current OFF or ON. You know
what that means: No more burned out irons—
no waiting while the iron heats up; no waiting
while it cools off. It means a NEW KIND of ironingday because this is a NEW KIND of iron.

Westinghouse
Sales S Service.

SHEET MUSIC 15c

It isn’t the can - ite what’s
inside the can that counts.

^M^Pcscri pt ion

$
I

’ why
always
the
best when you insist on

There’s the Wes
tinghouse Streamline
Iron, too—with all the
Ane qualities of the
new automatic ex
cepting for the fa
mous * heat control
feature. Your neigh
bor has a Westing
house
Streamline
Iron. She is a booster
for it.
Whether" you get a
new Westinghouse
AUTOMATIC, or the
STREAMLINE type,
you’re sure of real
sstisfsction.

Westinghouse
W

HATCHET BRAND
CANNED FOODS
’ 150 Kinds
And Save Time And Money

STORES AT

Augusta
Bath
Belfast
Boothbay
Bruntwick
Camden
Dexter
Dover-Foxcroft
Freeport
Gardiner

Guilford
Lewiston
Mechanic F
Norway
Pittsfield
Rockland
Richmond
Skowhegan
Waterville
Winthrop

Central Maine Power

Company
At Any of Our Stores

>

Every-Other-Day
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CAPTAIN JOHN BUTLER

PRODUCED “THE SEA BREEZE”

THOMASTON

OWNERS AND CARETAKERS

Fourth Maine Regiment Veteran
P. 'Henry Tillson Relief Corps was
Die* At Washington, D. C.
royally entertained by 'Mrs. Fred
rtf’C
1 HESS
ntotHdjf?
Starrett of Warren last week.
A
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—\
bountiful supper was served, after
-UM)
There died in the Nation's Capital
which the regular meeting was held.
IO* i Button
on May 24, one of the most distin
The Relief Corps made the wreaths
CITIZENS
. A? ir
guished soldiers of Maine’s 72,000
for the soldiers monument this year
volunteers In defense of the Union
as usual, and special mention should
ATTENTION
t
during the early sixties.
be made of the fact that Mrs. Anne
Capt. John Butler was born at
Smith and niece got the evergreen
We have thousands of fine Geianiums ready for
Xew Vineyard, April 7, 1834, and was
for them all.
Much credit is also
< -i«descended on both maternal and pa
due Walter Hastings for his untir
you.
Also thousands of Good Seedlings. Write
ternal lines from several of Xew
ing work, but tor him Memorial Day
England's oldest and most distin
would probably have been unob
us your wants or call at our greenhouses, at
guished families. 'Not only was he
served.
Arthur Mossman while working on
worthy representative of Ameri
,
253 Camden Street, Rockland
a barn lifted heavily on a stick of
can life, but rendered a service to
timber straining his back and is now
his country most unique in Ameri
THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
taking an enforced vacation.
can militarism, and represented a
The silver cup, a trophy of the
"SILSBY’S”
state holding a high place In the
victory of the T. H. S. baseball nine
U nion.
399
MAIN
STREET
........................................
ROCKLAND, ME.
for the season of 1925, is on exhibi
He enlisted at Rockland, April 16
54tf
tion at McDonald’s store.
This is
1861, In the celebrated Fourth Maine
the 5th cup won.
Volunteers, which regiment served
TROUSERS
Reservations are already being
with distinction under Gen. M
Wanted
made for the opening of the
Clellan on the peninsular cat
MART
trousers
for
new
Inn and Tea Room June
paign, taking part In Bull, Rt
WANTED
—
Clerical
position by thoroughly
14 with a special dinner.
Sal
dressing up, sporty
Yorktown and other hard-fought
competent man.
Best references.
TEL
Lost and Found
ads will be a specialty.
Dinner and
87-12 Camden or BOX 307, Rockport, Me.
»
trousers for play, sturdy battles during the early part of the
luncheon parties will also be served.
69*71 e
war. Captain Butler on a part of . lost—rhitkium her pin iH'twecn the La«
trousers
for
the
work
day
Reward.
Miss Margaret Btirke will be pastry
Produce "The Seabreeze"
this eampitign was assigned to the rtr anti Thorndike Hold. Friday
Joke Editor—Ruth rillsbury.
Crock-tt Brofrn. at home.
WANTED—Girl for general housework in
Return f» THK COl'RiRR (1AZETTK
«''*H family
cook. Mrs. B. F. Frye is the pro
of three.
Address BOX 233, Rock
—Dutchess Trousers for
First Maine Sharpshooters, and was
Assistant Joke Editor—ElcanoElliot Copeland, attending Univer
Tlie summer ipsue of The Sea
LOST
—
Motor
meter
for
Studebaker
be

por
t
_______________
69**71
prietor.
discharged Nov. 16, 1882, after re tween Linden St . and Highlands Thursday
sity of Maine.
BtA'cze came off The Courier-Ga Moran.
every occasion and each
WANTED—I’ll pay cash for a farm
Give
The baccalaureate sermon of the zette press last week, a distinct cred
The alumni department gives the
ceiving a wound and having a hos night. Reward.
Elizabeth Cochrane, employed la
ROCKLAND GRAJN CO particulars, also distance to school, church
P|ir backed by the war
I
68-70
Class of '25 T. H. ,S., will be preached it to its student publishers, the edi following whereabouts of the stu Connecticut.
pital record. He re-enlisted in the
and cash price.
BOX 126, Spencer, Mass,
liy Rev. H. S. Kilborn. „ Services will torial board of Thomaston High dents who were in the school when
ranty of “10c a Button;
_________________ 68*79
celebrated 20th Maine Volunteers
UQ«f3u‘tween West Rockport and OwUa
Annie Dunbar, telephone operator
TEL
he held at the Baptist church next School.
cord lire and ' rim
the present .class entered.
rising to the rank of captain, and Hea<£
eaoE Chevrolet
Ch<
in Thomaston.
91.00 a Rip.” Come in
WANTED—At once woman for chamber
68-70
«
_________ work.
Sunday evening.
•22
was discharged July 14, 1865. In the 737-My
KNOX HOTEL, Thomas ton.
68-tf
Sayward Hall, at home.
The literary contributions in its 54
and lie fitted in body and
Oscar Blunt is leaving today
L0$T-*vBank Book on Worcester 5c SavEdward Elliot, at Bliss Electrical
latter regiment he took part in AnEvelyn Kalloch, attending Far
WANTED
—
Middle
aged
lady
to
keep
house
pages
are:
“
The
Silent
Telltale."
Finder kindly return to M. T.
(Tuesday) for Portland to attend the
pocket-book.
tleta’m, Fredericksburg. Gettysburg, igS Bank.
School. Washington. D. C.
middle aged,man
No objection to 1
mington Xormal School.
149 So. Main St , Rockland, Main* for
Haviland
Kalloch:
"Burton
l1,^ miles from town.
State G. A. R. Convention and talk it L.
Elizabeth Oillchrest, at Gorham.
and other campaigns. Including the
Rol>ert Libby, employed at McDon
)fRt‘e
68- i 0 or 2 children.
Woods,
”
Eleanor
Moran:
"A
Messen

PETEft
WILLIAMS,
ft.
F.
D. Box 82, Vlnalover with the old vets.
Mr. Blunt
Alcada Hall, teaches music
in ald's Drug Store.
siege before Richmond, making over
—Picked • tip adrift—Round sided haven, Me__________________________ 68*70
'served his first term in the Civil War ger from Beyond," Raymond Beattie. Thomaston.
[Owner
can
have
same
by
proving
twenty battles in all credited to him
Edward Lindsey, employed at J. L.
WANTED—Work for man In
gardens,
Haskell&Corthell
! and paying for adv.
L. F. CAltin Louisiana in the 19th Army "Oh Mabel!” Alice Collamore: "Foot
Oscar Hodgkins, Fidelity Trust, Pearson's factory.
His funeral was conducted May 26
an’a Island _
J^71 lawns and any such work around the home.
Corps, Department of the Gulf.
He ball and Imagination,” Ramos Fee Portland
TEL 6411-M.
67-69 »
Belle
Orne,
training
at
St.
Barnabas
nt
the
undertaking
rooms
of
A.
J
CAMDEN, ME.
saw all the ins and outs at Port han; “How I Spent My Last Vaca
Andrew Lindsev, Lombard Steam Hospital.
Schippert, a member of William SuAfirerCottages and Board
NCTSWBLL
WANTED—Table girl at
For tion," Maurice Lindsey: “All In a Ship Co., Boston.
Hudson during the long siege.
Lorinda Orne, attending University
67-tf
B. Cushing Camp. Sons of Veterans.
LCXK?K.
IF. V^U have a cottage to tot or utslre
48 days they laid on the ground at Day's Work," John Creighton.
Mildred Linekln. Mrs. Barton, lives of Maine.
Captain Butler was a member of summer
GARDENER, experienced on heating plants,
boarders, advertise tlie fact In thia
The various departments—Editorial, in Thomaston.
night.
There are nine men living
Arthur Risteen, doing electrical
reimira, vegetabias, flowen, lawns and large
Burnside Post Xo. 3 G. A. R. De paper where thousands will read of It
out of his Company B 24th Infantry, poetry, Knox Knocks, calendar and
ostites.
JAMES BBRBTOAIS, South Thom
Faye Mathews, teaching school in work in Thomaston.
partment of the Potomac. He held
CRESCENT BEACH. MAIN E—Furnished aston
.
68*70
but out of the 2S men to report at quotations, locals, ath'etics, alumni Shanehane.
) Marian Starrett, Mrs.
Horace
a responsible position with the Gov cottage to let for season. Running water,
PARK THEATRE
WANTED-^Second-hand bicycle In good
Port Hudson Mr. Blunt is the only and Exchanges go to mane up a pub
lights, shed and double garage.
Xo
Herbert Xewbert, working at tha Shrader. Thomaston.
ernment and was loved and highly re electric
For further particulars write or condition for boy of seven. CALL 794-W
The final showings of the Para spected by all who knew him. He children
one living.
He saw service later in lication which has deepest interest Gray Boat Shop.
Ethel Upham, at home.
67*69
phone W>WIX L BROWN, 414 Main Street.
the 9th Army Corps. He was within for every student of Thomaston High
Llewellyn O'iver. attending Far- | Jeannette Waldo, employed at W. mount picture, "The Crowded Hour,’ Is survived by Mrs. Alice B. Butler Rockland. Maine.
63-tf*
WANTED—Orders taken for home cooking.
which
opened
yesterday
at
the
Park
six miles of Lee's surrender, a hap School, and which is read with much mington Xormal School.
O. Hewett Co.. Rockland.
whom he married In 1892. He was
TO LET—Cottage at Crescent' Beach for MARY YOUNG, South Thomaston.
66-63
pride by the “old grads."
Theatre, will take place today.
py event for the boys in blue.
Helen Poland, employed at J. B.
’24
buried In Arlington with full mili the month af August. Apply to C. A ROSE
WANTED—Experienced stenographer wants
The
editorial
board
is
made
up
The
Paramount
picture,
“
The
Xight
CO
. Rockland, Maine.
50-tf
Capt. and Mrs. A. J. Elliot, Mr. ?lnd
Pearson's factory.
Dorothy Kellar, attending Sargent
tary honors, the G. A. R. officiating
position.
Gooi
experience
and
references.
Mrs. Lawrence H. Dunn, Miss Hattie thus:
Elwood Sawyer, at home.
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic, (Swan's Understands bootkeeping
Physical Training School, Cambridge, Club," based on the stage play, "After Notwithstanding his advanced years
Address STENOG.
Editor-In-Chief—H. Rebecca Rob
Five.” by William de Mille. will be
6 rooms, oak finish, well built; sightly care THE COURIER-GAZETTE.
Dunn. Miss Helen Carr of Thomaston,
65-70
Lawrence Sawyer, at home.
Mass.
he discharged his Government duties Island.
location
close
by
shore
Garage
and
out

ertson.
the
feature
at
Park
Theatre
Wednes

and Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Ham of
Bertha Simmons, Mrs. Edward
WANTED—Woman cook, also table girl.
Stanley Kalloch, is working for Ar
until within a few days before his buildings, water in house.
Acre and half
Assistant
Editor
—
L.
day
and
Thursday.
XARRAGAX0ETT
HOTEL.
58-tf
Augusta were pleasantly entertained
Raymond Hastings, employed at W. O. Hew mour Co., Lewiston.
death. He was a man of steady of land. Flue place for summer home. At
The story deals with a young fellow
the latter part of the week at the Beattie.
bargain.
Address DR. I. B. GAGE. At
ett Co.'s. Rockland.
WANTED
—
Position
as
bookkeeper
or
ste
Ralph Bourne, employed in J. B.
habits and held in high esteem by lantlc, Me
57*tf nographer, regular or substitute.
Junior Assistant Editor—Xanina E.
who Inherits a million dollars from
TEL.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mac •
Alfred Strout, attending Bowdoin Pearson's factory.
all lovers of true and rattle man
726W.
62*!f^
his
uncle
but
has
to
marry
a
certain
SUMMER BOARDERS—Accommodations for
Gunnigle at Falmouth Foreside. Mr. Comstock.
University.
Clarence Lunt, working at the
girl lo collect. He has just gone hood and had a warm regard for his eight, fine shore privilege in Cushing,
WANTED—2 men for freezer, one splitter;
Business Manager—'Lura A. Morse.
MacGunnlgle has recently completed
James Thornton, employed
at Thomaston Garage.
Maine. Address EMERY B HART. Thomas- 3 all round fish men
native
state
Gilbert
P.
Brown,
PORT CLYDE FISH
Assistant Business Manager—Ken Thomaston Garage.
cue of the most beautiful houses in
Sadie Olive, Mrs. Karl Stetson, through the unpleasant experience of
ton. Me_______________________________ 40-tf AND COLD STORAGE CO.
61-if
Washington,
D.
C.
June
6.
having “the only girl in the world"
Falmouth Foreside—which place ts neth Marshall,
Sherwood Williams, employed in Thomaston.
WANTED—Woman cook at NARRAGANwalk out of the church on him for
Local Editor—Edgar Libby.
noted for its fine homes and spacious
Miscellaneous
Somerville, Mass,
Chester -Slader, at home.
SETT HOTEL.
58-tf
Assistant Local—Gladys Long.
well kept grounds.
The Thomaston
'23
Harold Whitehill, working at Ful another fellow, and his feelings to
SHOE REPAIRING. AUTO TOPS repaired
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
ward women in general are not what
Exchange Editor—Wilma Cushman.
members of the party thoroughly en
Xaorrri Averill, attending Pratt In ler-Cobb Dav
and renewed.
ROCKLAND SHOE REPAIR klueus.
Highest prices paid
TEL 352-14.
they might be, so he passes up the
ING CO . 11 School Street, Odd Fellows Blo^k, JOHN 8 RANLETT. Rockville. Me.
Athletic Editor (Boys)—Karon- stitute, Xew York.
joyed the genuine hospitality of the
Georgia Wy’.lie, at home.
42-7
PUBLIC
Rockland.
69 tf
Feehan.
MacGunnigles.
Howard Beattie, at home.
Th- edition is dedicated to the legacy, but when he sees the girl in
HEM8TITCHIN6
AND
PICOTING
—
We
are
GO ANYWHERE DAY OR NIGHT
Athletic Editor (Girls)—Ada Davis.
In the electrical storm Saturday
Constance Brown, employed in Xew memory of L. Haviland Kalloch, a the case, it's a different story en
prepared to execute your order for hemstitch
For Sale
tirely.
Alumni Editor—Alice Collamore.
the house of Aaron Winchenbach on
York.
Stand—Weymouth'* Store
senior who died a few weeks ago
ing and picotlng In the best possible wav.
If you laughed. at Ray Griffith in
We hqve just installed a new Hemstitching
Wadsworth street was struck by
FOR SALE—Residence of Avaughn M.
A. E. SAUNDERS
Machine. Leave your orders at our trirn- Anus. 14 Myrtle St
"Miss Bluebeard"’and "Forty Winks."
Apply on premise* or
lightning
Xo serious damage re three stories high. Certain signs of
n>ing department and they will be prompt’y at JOHNSTON DRUG STORE__________ 69-tf
buildings of Pearl Hilton and are now KNOX POMONA GRANGE this one will tumble you right out of Tel. 156-M
67*69-71
sulted.
filled
FI LLER COBB DAVIS________ W-tf
prosperity.
at work for Aaron Starrett.
___
your seat.—adv.
FOR SALE- Knight Templar outfit, except
Katherine Harrington is at homo
Miss Evelyn Crockett is employed
LAWNMOWERS sharpened a-la-Xorthend coat.
M. Shorten & Son, shoe manufacw
t»
n
,
H G. COLE, at Courier-Gazette office,
from Boston for the summer.
The old Northend Is growing—so is the .or Tel 876-J after 5 p. m
Kn"x \omona Gntnge made
at the Jack O Lantern Tfea Room turers. arc busy just now getting out
69-tf
grass, ■- Keep your lawn bobbed with MaMrs. Sara Bramhall is attending Lincolnville Beach.
STRAND THEATRE
hundreds of pairs of samples for fall
fl,. to Martinsville, June 6
For
Sale
gune’s sharpening.
BOB MAiU’XE, SharnFOR
SALE
—
Bungalow
Cottage.
New
the meeting of the Ladies of the G.
"I didn't really mean to.” That’s
enlst.
Tel. 315 R, «15-W.
700 Main .St., within 2 years
George Hodgman is going to build trade and are looking forward to a aS„lhe gVes‘ of ' >cean ' ew Gra"ge'
Lot 75x64
Few minutes
A. R. at Portland today (Tuesday).
City of Bockland, State of Maine, U. S A.
FOR SALE—My home «t 24 Plexsxttt S'
welcome. The what Bobby Allen told his little
walk from electrics.
State road and salt
a garage at his cottage property, large volume of business in the very and/ecelved
%
68-70 water
The W. C. T. V. will meet with Mrs. Lake Meguntieook.
1 meeting was full of pep and a splen sweetheart, Patsy Heath, after he had All modem. LIZZIE F HAHN_______ 62-tf
Beautiful location.
A bargain at
near future.
Sttsar. Strout Friday at 2.30 o’clock.
did program was presented. More sailed a tennis racquet at her, injur
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING AND PICOT $1090 if taken at once. TELEPHONE 862-M
FOR
SALE
—
Rail
dene*
of
the
llte
C»pt
Miss Priscilla Brewster was a
Rockland.
69-tf
Miss Lillian Russell of Portland than 200 Patrons were fed by the ing her leg, in Mrs. Wallace Reid's Charles E. Hall. Middle 8t Height.
EDGE:
also
fancy
work
MRS
JOSEPH
NASRalph Swift is at home from the
AS
guest at dinner at the Fiske House, spent the weekend at her home here.
SAR. 12 Edwards SI.
64-«i>
U. of M.
host Grange, and there was a plen great photoplay, “Broken Laws," now THUS L ORNE, 417 Maia Bl„ Rockland.
FOR SALE—The Arthur L. Price house on
Damariscotta, last evening.
PAPERHANGING AND PAINTING.
For Gay Street—7 rooms, flush closet and elec
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Cushing, Miss
The Warren Garage is supplying tiful supply for all and, much to the at the Strand Theatre.
Regular meeting of the Camden
FOR SALE—Cot flowen, hardy plant. such work phone 349-M or call at 16 Pleas tric lights.
L. W. BENNER. Real Estate.
customers who purchase Michelln surprise of the Patrons, the hall was
Alcada Hall and Crockett Brown
Wednesday
and
Thursday.
Man

ant
street
Rockland.
C
C.
JOHNSTON.
Board of Trade was held last even
buJbs, hardy lllltes. floral sprays, pillows,
2 North Main Street.
Tel. 233-.I,
69-71
tubes with a free copy of “The very comfortable, there being
while on the way to Sherman’s Point
ager
Dondis
is
bringing
hack
"The
69*71
wreaths
made
up
at
very
reasonable
prices
ing at the Y. M. C. Aw Several Im
FOR SALE—7-room house; Are place,
Cushing Friday evening in an au
American in the Great War." an au breeze frem the ocean. M. J. Har- Navigator" by request, for those who Expert workmanship.
Free
dellrery
antj
BUU.WINGS
BUILT,
altered
or
repaired
portant matters were discussed.
where io Knox County.
CLARK'S FLOWER PalnUS&and paper hanging, ceilings whitened piazza, city water, large barn; 2 hen pens,
tomobile were in collision with an au
About 45 Knights attended the thentic history of the part played by ris gave the greeting at the opening have not seen this great photoplay. SHOP, 382 Main St opposite TtiorndikeHo- Tel 538-3. L. C. FIELDS. 19 McLOUD ST Vi acre land- near town Apply to WALTER
tomobile driven by Mrs. Burns tf
the Americans in France.
Can
you
imagine
Buster
Keaton
try

MORAN, 70 Beechwoods Bt , Thomaston.
of
the
afternoon
session
and
it
is
36'f
drill and marching of the Command
tel. Rocklind
Tel 1Q34-W
57-tf
______________________________ 69*89
Friendship who was on her way to
to be regretted that he did not have ing to run a 450-foot ocean liner all
ery at the Trotting Park, Friday
FOR SALE—Farm near Rockland, In good
SEWING
MACHINE
needles
for
all
makes
Thomaston. Mr. Cushing is a care
FOR SALE—Black horse, wt. 1300, good
by lilmself? This production Is said cultivation, real money maker.
it
on
paper
that
it
might
be
pub

L
F.
ROCKLAND HARDWARE (’O . 408 Main St. driver or worker.
evening.
Also Sharpies separator
EAST UNION
ful and moderate driver.
His car
35-tf
lished for all to read. He not only to be funnier than anything Keaton CHASE. 45 Middle St. Tel 665 2
55 tf Xo I
L. C PACKARD, R. No. 2. Waldo
was struck near the rear wheels and
FOR SALE—House comer of Central an
boro.
Me.
6(1-71
A large delegation from Pioneer voiced the sentiment of Ocean View has ever done before. Added feature,
LAWNMOWERS—Let us overhaul and
overturned.
Mrs. Cushing
was
Sts , Rockport.
F. A. PETER sharpen your machine now.
WARREN
We call for
Grange attended the session of Grange, hut he proved his interest "Wanted By the Law," with J. B. I (Mechanic
FOR SALE—Jersey Cow. fresh, with calf
SOX.
Rockport.
66*
and deliver.
ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.. LESTER
thrown through the door and pinned
^STKK SHIBLES,
SHIBLEH. Rocknort.
Tel. Camden •
amujgRrc Warner.—adv.
Rockport
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Emerson and Knox Pomona held with Ocean View and loyalty to the order. I’la408 Main St
55-if 33-11
under the machine.
The two men
69-’l
made for the. big field day andtte
daughter. Miss Raychel Emerson, Grange. Martinsville. Saturday.
succeeded in raising the car suffi
AWNINGS MADE TO ORDER price! rlRbt,
F0R SALE—Molar boat in good rondllinn.
Mr. and Mrs. John Goff of Provi Patrons are looking forward with
came Thursday evening from Port
truck and wagon covers; lenta, curla.ns, J9 f«, ow ,u. 3 n. p Mianua engine. Price
ciently to allow her to work her way
land and have opened their home here dence, R. I., were in town for a few much pleasure to the progran pre
Rags, boat corcrlnga and awnings a apeclalapirLDrw; Smith Thomaston
out from under it.
She was pain
ty. ROCKLAND AWNING CO.. P. 0 Bos’
J 1
ldim., soutn Tnomaaton
pared by the lecturer, which will be
days last week.
for the summer.
69-74
fully injured. Miss Hall had several
441,
Rockland,
Maine.
50-tf
to
the
subordinate
A. B. Stevenson and family* ac announced
Miss Ethel Munsey who spent the
FOR SALE—6-Toom home, small barn,
cuts by glass and Mr. Brown was se
MACHINE
HEMSTITCHING,
plcot
edg.,
winter in Miami. Fla., where she has companied by friends, were Sunday Granges later. Knox Pomona Con
s»
covered buttons, plaiting
PHYLLIS TOL- suitable for garage, nice lot, cellar.
verely cut on his left arm.
Mr.
minutes walk from M. C. R. R. station. Will
ferred the fifth degree on a class of
a position in the schools, is the guest callers at this place.
MAN MORSE, 359 Malo St.
Tel. 868 M
Cushing was somewhat bruised ami of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
fell
at
bargain
for
quick
sale.
C.
F.
Last Thursday
evening
being 10 and listened to an excellent
»
1-tf PRESCOTT, 12 Prescott 8t
88*73
received a shaking up.
Mrs. Cush Munsey, for the summer..
“Ladies Night” in the Grange there program after the song service in
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
ing was taken to the Knox Hospital
FOR SALE—Cabin motor boat 25& ft long.
Georgo Wilson is the new manager was a large attendance. A fine pro which everybody took part, and
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St
Mall 7 feet beam and draws '2% feet.
9 Ji n.
where she still remains.
orders solicited.
HELEN C. RHODES
of the Atlantic & Pacific store, taking gram was furnished by the sisters, part of the day’s program the
Knox No. A-4805«
Can I* Been near .1.
Mrs. Walter Warren of Waterville the place of A. Anderson.
1-tf A Jameson Co.’s Store._____ _________ 68*73
after which a treat of home made Patrons are much opposed to leaving
was in town Sunday.
TRUCKING. MOVING AND ERRANDS
Last Thursday evening Rev. and candy was served. The brothers out.
FOR SALE—A horse and jigger, cheap;
All white hats promise to become Mrs. C. D. Paul entertained the will take charge of the meeting June
done promptly. Go anywhere
C. 0 1IAR- also a new milch cow.
ORVLLLE T. WOOD.
ADEN.
Tel.
136
M
or
629-J1
tf
prime favors for summer wear friends of the Congregational church 18.
NOTICE
320
Limerock Street.
88-70
Did you ever stop to consider that every car you
To flip Honorable Mayor and meiuhen of
Mrs. E. D. Daniels, is showing some at the parsonage. Over 40 were
_
FOR
SALE^Piano;
also
full-sized bcT
SNOWMAN.
TEL.
672-R
docs
all
kinds
of
Misg Sara Hilt, who has been con the Board of Aldermen of the City of RoCk
meet
on
the
road
is
a
used
car
and
by
purchasing
Trucking and Moving.
ll«tr | spring and mattress; white enamel bureau.
very chic ones from her own work present. The first part of the even fined to her home several days re land :
All in good condition.
CALL 794-W’.
Respectfully represents Sea View Garage,
rooms, 18 Wadsworth street.—adv.
a good used car your investment is a great deal less
ing was spent on the lawn. Qn en cently, with the prevailing epidemic, In«-..
_____________________________________ 67*69
of Rockland, that It has recently made
To Let
69-lt
tering, the people were greeted by is able to be out again.
extensive Improvement and additions to its
than a new car in the actual service that you wifi
FOR SALE—Mosier safe. 39 in high by 35
TO LET—burnished 5-room cottage on in.S29 in
many spring flowers, furnished by
W. George Payson is driving a garage property, situated on the east side of
Priced low.
I. A. MOOOY.
Main street, between Cottage and Rockland
beautiful stretch of shore, one minute walk Waldoboro___________________________ 67-69
receive?
friends. A number of games were en new Essex coach.
CAMDEN
streets, at an expense nf twenty-five thousand
from general store.
Purest drinking water.
joyed. Among the interesting ones
Several from this place attended dollars and that said garage now occupies
FOR SALE—Try a gallon of Simonton's
TEL 975-M Rockland.
69-78
Roy Handley of Auburn was
delicious sweet preserved cider, 50c per gal
were charades, led by Miss Edna the baccalaureate service of the a total frontage on said Street of one hun
Every one of the following cars are as repre
guest in town over the weekend.
TO LET—One furnished front room at 10 lon delivered.
J. H. SIMONTON, R. F D .
drid
twenty
feet;
that
your'petitioner
has
PLEAHANT ST
69*tf Rockland._______________________ ,
67-rf
All those planning to attend the Boggs a<td Willis Vinal. Mrs. Helen graduating class of the Union High gasoline storage tanks on the wharf property
sented
or
your
money
back.
Wentworth
added
much
with
her
School
held
at
the
Congregational
in the rear of said garage of a total capacity of
Alumni banquet Tuesday June 16,
FOR SALE—Cabbage plants—Copenhagen
TO l£t—Furnished front room
All mod
twenty-three thousand gallons and that its
readings
and
songs.
Refreshments
church
last
Sunday.
ern.
Reasonable price.
Apply 474 MAIN j Fiat Dutch and Danish Baldhead. L. PALAshould purchase tickets as soon as
method of dispensing same is from
45.00
1916 Overland Touring........................ $
67*69
Miss Clara Fiske of Damariscotta, sole
ST., (over N Y Bakery).
62*’f D1NO, Barber Shop.
service pump In front of said garage and
possible in order that the committee were served.
Ralph
Spear
and
Capt.
Charles
has
been
spending
a
few
days
with
FOR SALE—Knight Templar regalia;
because of said addition It is necessary
60.00
Chevrolet
Roadster
............
..
1916
TO LET—Furnished tenement Tst floor, all
may know- in advance liow many to
that your petitioner install another pump
Young have finished painting the relatives at this place.
modern. F. L SHAW, 47 North Main St. , painters decoration, an iron sink and small
provide for.
ANNIE F. HAHN, 67 Ran
south of the single pump which it now uses
80.00
1917 Buick Racer....................................
69-tf amount of hay.
kin St.
___________________________ 67*30
It being obviously impossible to handle the
Louis Langman is In town for the
quantity of gasoline above referred to, with its
TO LET—5-room tenement, modern im
120.00
Ford
Coupe
....................................
1921
summer and has taken a position
FOR SALE—>12 hhuse kits and small
provements.
I)R. BARTLETT, 41 Limerock
present method of supplying same to its cus
with the Meguntieook Fruit Com
Ft.
Tel 982.
(is-lO buildings, at Pleasant Garden, Rockland.
totners.
120.00
1917 Buick Touring...............................
Part down, balance easy payments. CHAJtLES
That
a
pole
of
the
Central
Maine
Power
pany.
TO LET—Furnished moms for light house KAURA. Forest Ave , City.
67*69
Company Is so located in front of said ad
125.00
1917 Hudson Touring..........................
Arthur Morin arrived Sunday after
keeping.
Call at 12 ELM ST.
67-tf
di!ion to said garage that It is impossible
_________________________________
FOR SALE—1924 Overland Coupe, driven #
a six weeks trip to Penaeook, Xew
to install another pump, and obtain access
140.00
1920 Ford Ton Truck, stake body . . .
TO LET—A good size modern house with 1300 miles. 1st class condition.
Cheap A.
thereto, without parking cars in the highway
Hampshire and through Massachuace in good garage if desired.
Inquire
SAUNDERS, Weymouth’s Store._____ 67*69
space
unless
said
i>ole
be
removed
to
another
lo

165.00
Nash
Touring
...............................
1920
at
12
KNOX
ST.
Tel
78-W.
chusetts and Connecticut. He has
6‘ lt
FOR SALE—Plants of air kinds—Cosmos.
cation ; In which event your petitioner can
entered the employ of Carleton,
TO LET—Seven room house at 6 T street Everlasting. Astern, etc, 35c doz.
G. >1.
dispense its gasoline to customers while their
215.00
1920 Buick Touring .............................
with
electric
lights,
gas
and
flush
closet.
DERRY,
52 Camden St.
Tel. 335-21 67-69
cars
are
wholly
without
the
street
and
up
Pascal Company for the summer.
Inquire MAURICE GORDON, 49 Tillson Ave
on the propertt of your petitioner.
225.00
Buick
Touring
...............................
1920
FOR
SALE
—
FOX
HOUND
_
PUP8
—
No
bettor
Xathan Hopkins is driving a new
67-lf
That your petitioner lias made applica
blooded in this State.
Male 85, female 62
automobile truck with special ap
tion to the Central Maine Power Company
235.00
1922 Ford Panel Delivery...................
B. E. Cl’NNTNOHAAI.
TO LET—Two apartments at La ftosi. as long as they last
for the removal of said pole and attaches
paratus for hauling and dumping
Sear»mont.
Phone 17-42, Liberty.
Grove street. ERNEST C DAVIS, at Fuller- ___
_________________________________
_67*69
hereto a communication from them relating
250.00
Dodge Touring.............................
1921
Cobb Davis.
6,-At
p0R s^LE—At Searsport, Maine, owner’s
gravel.
to same
Richard Burrill will spend next
275.00
Wherefore it prays jour Honorab’? body
Studebaker Touring.....................
1921
TO LET—Fot the season four room fu7- attractive home, furnished; seven acres, shore
may order such notice hereon to said Com
nished cottage with garage, beautiful loca- | front • nIne rooms, city water, orchard, fire
weekend in Boston where he is to
350.00
pany as may be reasonable, and after hear
1920
Dodge
Sedan
..................................
Apply to MRS CHARLES A. COLtlon
at Lake Meguntieook, Camden.
L A. places.
act as usher at the wedding of a
ing cause the removal of said pole to some
66-71
THURSTON. 468 Old County Road.
64-89 CORD, Searsport, 'Me.
375.00
Nash Coupe ....................................
other location ; under such terms and condi
1921
cousin.
FOR SALE—8-room farm house In East
TO LET—My furnished house during Jury
tions as may be fair and equitable to parties
Friends of Mrs. Ethel Burkett are
narren.
37
acres
land,
15
acres
adapted
to
and August.
MRS. ELLA BIRD, 25 Maple
1924 Star Coupe ....................................... 450.00
in interest
E B. CLARK,
glad to hear that she is fast improv
St.
Tel 143-3.
66-71 blueberries; school nearby
SEA VIEW GARAGE. INC.,
Warren
Tel. 191-21 Thomaaton.
65*73
625.00
By Rliama E Philbrick,
1923 Dodge Panel Truck.....................
ing after her recent illness and Is
TO LET—About June l, tenement over
Managing Director and Treasurer.
FOR SALE—A new Jewett coach with 4now able to sit up a little.
Gilley A Duncan's store.
Has electric lignts 1
Dodge
Sedan
..................................
625.00
1923
Dated June 1. 1025.
and toilet
Inquire of J. H. MELVLN, 21 wheel hydraulic brakes and balloon tlrea.
Camden is enjoying quite a build
IN CITY COUNCIL
June 1, 1925
<|«y St.
Tel. 624 M
64-tf, This is the latest Jewett production with the
Hudson Sedan...............................
650.00
Upon the fi-coing petition, it is ordered
1921
ing boom with two houses under
wonderful 55 h p. engine.
All MIM are
that hot ice t’>< of be given by publishing a
TO LET—My furnished home on High St.. the same height to thia car on high.
>1415
construction on High street, one on
1924 Jewett Coupe ...............................
750.00
copy of said petition and this order thereon
Rocklatid. for the summer All modern. HILL delivered
J. T. GAY, Waldoboro.
64-tf
Limerock street, one on Union street,
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper printed
DANTC, Monhegan, Me. Tel. Tenant’s Harbor
FOR SALE—Oak dining aet, taW«, 6 Chairs,
750.00
1923 Hudson Coach...............................
in tlie City of Rockland. Maine, and that a
one on Mountain street, the new
9022-8.
57-tf
sideboard,
china
cloaet
;
also
osteopathic
ta
hearing thereon be given at the City Council
schoolhouse on Knowlton street, the
TO LET—Furnished rooms— living room. ble: mahogany bureau, store algn
HUF800.00
1923 Oldsmobile Sedan........................
Room, City Building, on the sixth day of
With every MICHELIN TUBE we sell for a limit
kitchen,
shed,
flush
closet.
Adults
only.
72
Seabright addition, and also the
TON-TUTTLE
BOOK
CO.
68-tf
July, A D 1923, at 6.30 o’clock I’. M.
CAM PEN STREET
Tel. 335-1________ 57 tf
(Standard Time) at which time and place
Knox Mill is to build an addition on
FOR SALE—Delivery body for ton tru»Jr;
Every one of these cars, is in good condition.
TO LE!T—Furnished room with bath.
i4
residents and owners of property upon tlie
ed period we are going to give FREE, a copy of
nearly new; will acll cheap
Also pastur
the Washington street side which
highways to he affected 'by the granting
MASONIC ST
51-tf age for cattle to let for the season.
C. E.
It
will
pay
you
to
buy
your
car
from
a
reliable
firm.
will be 157 feet long. 20 feet wide and
of the permit applied for, and all other per
GItOTTON, Rockport. Tel Camden 14-3.

OF SUMMER COTTAGES

The TIME

the PLACE

and the

In Everybody’s Column

S

CAR

CARS’

“USED

“GUARANTEED”

NOTICE!

Fortunately the heathen are told
about civilization and not shown.—
Baltimore Sun.

"The Americans in the Great War.” An authentic

history of the part played by the Americans in
France.

U TS

Were you at Chateau Thiery, the Argonne?

W. WARREN
does first class Painting and
Paperhanging. Work done
quickly, promptly and eco
nomically.
Telephone 167-3
’ Thomaston, Maine
69‘lt

You

will want one of these. Come in early.

WARREN GARAGE
TEL 177-31.

WARREN, ME.

sons interested will he given full opportunity
to show cause why such permit should not
bo granted, the last publication of said
notice to be at least fourteen (14) days be
fore said hearing.
A true copy of petition and order thereon
Attest:
E R KEENE,
69-lt
City Clerk.
NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING
of
The Rockland Community Chest Association
Notice is hereby given that the annual
meeting nf said corporation will be held at
the High School Auditorium, High School
Building. Rockland. Maine, on the 15th day
of June. 1925, at 7.30 o’clock p m., for the
purpose of electing a Board of Directors or
Trustees, four for the term of one year,
four for»the term of two years and four
for the term of three years, and receiving
and acting upon the reports of the officers,
and for the transaction of such other business
as may properly come before the meeting.
Dated the fourth day of June. 1925.
By order of the Board of -Directors
j
E. W. MacDDNALD,

68-70

___

j*. Secretary

“Terms if desired.”

“We wifi trade your old car.”

SNOW41UDSON CO., INC.
710 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND ’

MOTOR

TEL 896

___________________________________ 59-tf
FOR SALE— Stanley House—Has 16 rooms,
FORD RACER, 1918, good condlfion Price 2 bath rooms, hot water heat and all modern
; one of Ute best locations -in
833.
Call at McLAIN’S STORE, 8 Carroll unprovements
city; In first class condition thronghottt.
St.
67-69 the
Call or TELEPHONE 237-J. 28 SPRING ST
58-tf
FORD '/2 TOR TRUCK, new body, all in Rockland, Me,
good shape, can buy at right price; also
FOR SALE—To settle an estate, several
Dodge 2500 lb. truck newly painted, stake
body, extra long, looks like new.
Mechan used upright pianos, good condition. L. F
ically perfect
CONSOLIDATED BAKING CHASE, 45 Middle street Tel. 665-2.
CO , Rockland.
See Mr. MacAUister or Mr.
Littlehale.
61 tf
FOR SALE—All hinds of wood del
tnj-ehere, also lumber.
T .1 CA®
Thomaston, R. F. D
Tel. 263 21 Roc

Used Cars

TRED A. CLARK

PUBLIC AUTO
OPEN EVERY EVENING

EIGHTH SEASON
Ready to serve my old customers
and new ones
68tf Telephone 335-1 or 437

FOR SALE—9-room nouse; hot watai
cement cellar; modern Improrementa i
harden.
New irocety bualaaaa ««U al
11. (i. (iURNKY. 3 Park St.. Camden.
FOR SALE—2 player ptsnon. l ur.rle
'ano—fine condition
Y T. STPULKY
Music Dept , Roeklsng, 283 Main

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 9, .1925.

Every-Other-Day

Social Circles
la addition to personal notes recording departurea and arriiala, this departure es
pecially desires Information of social hap
penings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly recelred.

Page Seven

Fuller = Cobb = Davis

TELEPHONE ......................................... 77#

Yesterday's session of the Dorcas
Club took the form of a picific lunch
eon at the home of Mrs. W. O. Fuller
and celebrated the birthday anni
versary of one of the club's most
popular members, Mrs. Abbie Hans
com, who besides having fo cut the
becandled birthday cake, returned
thanks 'for a pretty birthday present
from the club members.

MORNING and PORCH DRESSES

SALE EXTRAORDINARY

Sale Opens Tuesday Morning, JUNE 9, and will continue until Saturday, JUNE 20

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Jaseph ar
rived from Fitchburg, Mass., the last
of the week for a short stay.
Misses Clara J. and Mary Hall ol
Newcastle are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Hall, Summer street.

Percy C. Davis who came home to
attend the funeral of fils father,
Theodore M. Davis, returned to Port
land Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Davis of Port
Clyde weip in the city Thursday to
attend the funeral of Mr. Davis’ uncle,
Theodore M. Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. William Newbert and
little daughter Joan Barbara arrived
from New York City Thursday. They
were accompaniad by Mrs. Newbert’s
sister, Dorothy Snow, who was called
there In April by Mrs. Newbert’s Ill
ness. M. C. Conrad and John Daly
made the trip with them in the New
bert’s Cadillac touring car and Mr.
Conrad’s new Noma, the journey oc
cupying ttfro days. They will be in
Camden for the summer.

Cqpt. Charles R. Magee, inspector
of customs, was up town yesterday,
looking a bit peaked, but duly thank
ful at having escaped a threatened
attack of pneumonia.
Miss Rose Adams is home from
University of Maine for the summer
vacation.

Walter H. Robbins and family of
Pratt. Kansas, are visiting in ^lockland and vicinity.
,

This sale begins TUESDAY MORNING, JUNE 9,

Everywhere in Rockland you will find women who

and will last until SATURDAY, JUNE 20.

are owners of "Queen-Made” Morning or Porch

We think we have enough garments to supply all our

Dresses. These smart dresses we have carried for some

customers throughout the sale.

time and find they are perfectly satisfactory.
>. j*

'j

. .

These Dresses are not high priced, not low priced,

Prices—$3.95, $5.00, $6.50, $7.50, $10.00, $12.50.
k”

Misses’ Sizes—16-18-20.

but moderately priced, in keeping with all other stand

2810

ard merchandise.

Ladies’ Sizes—36 to 52.

Materials of Voiles, Linens, Dotted

Swiss, Eveifast Naturals,, and Cotton Broadcloths.

They are worth the price.

Out of town customers can participate in this sale, by
Please remember this is not a cut price sale, neither

Mrs. Marion Fuller and sbn Nathan
of Augusta were guests of Miss Ruth
Cobb at Coopers Beach over the week
end.

is it a bargain sale, but a sale that will supply you with

Mr. and Mrs. Vernon A. Chandler
of Bangor, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Gard
ner of Rockport. Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
Averill of Rockland, entertained al
the Thorndike Sunday at dinner Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Gardner. Miss
Marie Lunden and Miss Dorothy
Chandler. This was the annual din
ner party in honor of the three
couples who were married In the
month of June. Following the din
ner. the company spent the re
malnder of the afternoon with Mr.
and Mrs. Averill. At the close of a
delightful day Mr. and Mrs. Chand
ler returned to Bangor, Mrs. Averill
accompanying them as ,their guest

dresses. They are just as we represent them.

placing their orders by mail or phone which will receive

our prompt and careful attention.
«
I

what you want when you .want it, in this kind of

An Entire Section of the Second Floor has been given

over to this event.

- •9

♦»

Mrs. Roland V. Follett of Boston
has been spending the past week with
friends in this city.
Mr. and Mrs. Alan L. Bird at
tended University of Maine com
mencement. which this year marked
the 25th anniversary of Mr. Bird's
class. Upon their return to Rock
land Mr. and Mrs. Bird had as guests
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Rollins of
Waterville.

(Zlu&nflflake

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Maxey spent
Sunday In Portland as guests of their
daughter.

FULLER-C0BB-DAV1S

Mrs. Grace Ham Bagley, formerly
of this city, recently suffered a seri
ous 111 turn at her home in Bridge
Mrs. yernal L. Chapman (Edna
Dr. Richard Ridlon and bride of
port, Conn., and is in the care of
Koster) and daughters of Chester,
trained nurse.
Mrs. Bagley was New York were recent guests of
planning a vacation visit to her old Mfs. Rldlon’s aunt, Mrs. C. E. Kaler renn>. arrived Saturday to spend the
on their wedding trip to th* Range- summer with Mrs. Martha Koster.
Rockland home this summer.
Broad street.
ley Lakes and Whlite Mountains.
■Miss Gladys .Bowen attended the
Kenneth Nosworthy is jhome from
Miss Caroline Littlefield'’ is In
Stonington High School graduation
Montclair, N. J., the guest for a week Hebron Academy for the vacation.
and dance Friday.
or 10 days of her broUier, Charles
Dr. and Mrs. G. R. Ridlon of NewMr. and Mrs. Clifford Kershaw of W. Littlefield.
York spent a few days last week
Sanford were weekend guests of
with Mrs. Ridlon’s parents, Mr. and
their son, Selwyn Kershaw.
Mrs
Howard Johnson Is home from
Selwyn Kershaw and son Robert University of Maine fer the summer Mrs. Irvin Spear of South Warren
on theh- way to Itangeley Lakes and
have gone to Thousand Islands. N vacation.
He. has been at Camp the White Mountains.
Y„ to make a month’s visit with Benson, Newport, where a large
Mrs. Kershaw's mother.
number of the students have been
William Large of Abbott School
spending the past Week.
Farmington. Is spending his vacation
On Saturday 38 friends gathered
in this city.
at the home of Capt. and Mrs. Alfred
The Chapin' Class will meet to
E. Lord, 5 Bay View square, to help night with Mrs. Kate Vaa-rie.
Hiram H. Crle arrived home on
celebrate their 25th wedding anniver
Middle street hill last evening ac
sary.
Refreshments of Ice cream
The Kalloch Class will meet for companied by two of his fraternity
and cake were served by Mrs. Frank work Wednesday afternoon In the
(B. Gregory and Mrs. Earl Chaples. ladies' parlor of the Baptist church, brothers H. F. Colley ot South Bos
Piano and vocal selections by the members coming early prepared to ton, Mass., and A. J. Fasce of North
Adams. Mass. They start on a few
young people were enjoyed during the sew.
day’s auto trip through the State
evening, Capt. and Mrs. Lord were
today Just preceding their commence
married' at St. John, N. B., 1900, and
Walter H. Spear and Roy L. ment at Colby College.
for the past nine years have made
their home in this city.
The many Knowlton who have been to Moose
Mrs. Mary E. Mendell is In New
pretty gifts of silver, which wen head Lake on a fishing trip, return
York, and upon her return will be
received, proved the'high esteem in home this -noon. ___
accompanied by her daughter.
which they were held by their many
Mr. and Mrs.E. D. Spear motored
friends.
Woodbury Richards is confined to
to Portland Sunday and Upon their
Mayor William Taney of East return were accompanied by their his Rockland street home for a
Iaindsdowne, Penn., is visiting James grandchildren -Gail and Bill Sharpe fortnight by a stained tendon.
and Miss Wfsther Casserman of New
Diamond, Bay View square.
York. Dr. and Mrs. Sharpe arrive
'•
•
Mrs. Ogarita Rose R»gg of New- the last of the month, when the
PER ROLL
York, is to be the assisting artist at family goes to Its summer cottage
an organ recital which James O’Hara at Dynamite Beach.
SLATE SURFACED $2. Per Roll
Is to give on the First Baptist
Mr. and Mrs. Clarke Frost of Lis
C A. RANSOM
church organ, probably around the
middle of July. These artists are bon. N. H„ are guests of Mrs. Frost's 527 Coneerd Ave., CAMBRIDGE,
MASS. Dept. M.
6S-130
arranging an unusually fine program parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bird.
and this concert promises to be one
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clifford
Smith
and
of the events of the summer season
son Clifford arrived at their sum
mer home Tuesday from Boston
Mrs. Frank L. Montgomery was
Mrs. J. M. Baldrlge Is expected to
recent guest of -Mr .and Mrs. War arrive the latter part of thia week.
ren Gardner at North Pond.
FRESH
-----I
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Gupdy are In
Stripes, ‘checks and plaid patterns Kansas City, where Mr. Gurdy will
COCOANUT CAKES
refuse to be shelved front the hosi attend the three days’ sessions of the
ery picture. Several of the small pin National Loan A Building Associa
Large size, doz.
24c
check itatterns offered for summer tion. The Gurdys will then proceed
are repeated In appropriate fall col to Washington, D. C., to visit their
Small size, lb.,
45c
orings. On the whole it may be daughter, Mrs. Wilson B. Keene
said that the checks and plaids are Their return to Rockland abqut June
At
slightly smaller In size than those of 20. will be In the motor car of Mrs.
a year ago. The most startling of Keene, who wfth her children will
the fall offerings are the broadly spend the summer here.
striped college socks with the char
Mrs. Alvah-B. Clark and daughter
acteristic colors of Dartmouth, Yale,
Columbia, Syracuse, Cornell and Mrs. Hattie Knowles and son Alvah
rrinceton. In children's socks, the have arrived home from GrcA where
Highlander plaids—Cameron, Camps they, attended the commencement
bell, McLeod, Stuart, and McPherson exercises of the University of Maine.
—stand out- as colorful novelties in Lewis B. Clark, a member of this
the season’s present showing.—Dry year’s class, who graduated with Opp. Waiting Room ROCKLAND
honors, returned with them.
list.

ROLL ROOFING $1

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

CHISHOLM BROS.

THE

WHEELS BEGIN TO

TURN

Community Chest Organizes Forces For Campaign—Next
Monday Night’s Big Meeting.

EMPIRE
THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNER

TODAY
The mighty machinery of Commu night and show by his presence his
“EVE’S LOVER”
nity Chest began to function with support of the Chest Idea. The ex
ecutive committee is possessed of a 1
—With—
last night’s organization of the exe fine spirit nnd enters this intensive
cutive committee for the drive. The period of the campaign with a will to
Irene Rich, Bert Lytell
fiinal lineup shows Rev. Walter S. do and a determination to succeed.
—Also—
Rounds as campaign
chairman:
The famous male quartet of I'ratt I
George B. Wood as honorary cam
“IDAHO,” Chapter 5
paign chairman, and F. W. Fuller, M. E. church has been engaged to !
H. B. Bird. W. A. Glover. E. L. Brown. sing during the exercises Friday
A. W. Gregory and H. P. Blodgett as evening at Knox Klavern. Have you
Wednesday-Thursday
■ommittee members.
This group your tickets? Free for the asking
•vill head up the big movement which Supper will be served from 5 to 7, at
ias won such popular favor during 50 cents per plate, and consists of a
menu worth double the price asked.
he past year.
To the existing participants la This will be your opportunity to get
Community Chest two more were ad- acquainted with a few of us. Harvey’s
ied—The Children’s Playground and Orchestra will play afternoon and
SPECIAL CAST
evening. Everything is ready and a
Rockland Boy Scouts.
W.
• • • •
The Playground has had three good time Is in store for everyone
—Also—
happy years of existence on the Y. M. who believes in Klannishness—and
C. A. lot and h'as been successful that Word means something.—adv.
‘SMOULDERING FIRES’
enough to bring observers from other
—With—
Woman
’
s
waist
line
moves
up
and
New England cities to watch it func
tion.
By its going into the Chest down; man's expands in a horizontal
Pauline
Fredericks
there will be no spectacular campaign line only.—Dubuque American-Tribune.
by the youngsters for dimes.
The
Boy Scout idea presents a crying need
which thoughtful citizens hnve rec
ognized for a long time.
This city
Is without a Y. IM. C. A. and offers
SHOWS
FOLLOW
almost no proper entertainment for
its adolescent boys.
It is the aim
Matinee, 2:15
THE CROWD
of Community Chest to give the boys
a leader of th'e fine, clean type dur
Evening
7:00, 8:45
TO THE
ing this formative, all-important per
iod of their lives.
The leader will
THE HOME OF THE ORGAN WITH THE HUMAN VOICES
be a full time man.
The report of the committee on in
TODAY
vestigating unpaid pledges brought
to light the happy state of a clean-up
by July 1.
Less than one percent
will remain unpaid, and this small
amount, about $200 at most, is left
by sheer necessity alone. Such a re
markable condition results only from
the general good will toward tlie
Chest.
COMEDY
KINOGRAMS
The citizens of Rockland have full
cause to he pigiud of the record made
by Community Chest during the past
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
year and should have full confidence
in the men at its head this year, men
of high calibre and sound business
Judgment who are handling the mat
ter of the budgets and giving unstlntingly of their time and energy
that Rockland may again have the
The picture Rockland went wild over
benefit of Community Chest and the
FOR RETURN ENGAGEMENT BY REQUEST
distinction of being the only city in
ADDED FEATURE
Maine to swing It.
So every man and woman should
“WANTED BY THE LAW” with J. B. WARNER
make It hfls or her personal duty to
he at the High School next Monday-

“BEAUTY AND
THE BAD MAN”

STRAND

a

MRS. WALLACE REID
n
BROKEN LAWS
BUSTER

“THE

OAKLAND
PARK
TONIGHT
Cleanest and Finest Dance Hall in Maine*
BERT MYERS’ ORCHESTRA of BOSTON

PLAYING

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Tom Mix and Tony
—In—

“The Rainbow Trail”
—Also—
“ E N 1 I C E M E N T ”

BEBE DANIELS
—IN—

TODAY

“the CROWDED HOUR”
NEWS

COMEDY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
WITH

'RAYMOND

[GRIFFITH.
THE SILK
HAT SCREAM

a
@am/nount]
(Picture

KEATON

N AVI GATOR”

The lid is off at "The Night Club”—it goes
the limit In laughs !
Adapted by Walter Woods from William
de Mlile’s stage comedy. “After Five.”
Screen play by Keene Thompson.

COMZDY
FALLES

NEWS
““”1
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MAINE—OPPORTUNITY STATE

Household

Here Are Some Facts and Figures Which You Should
Have At Your Finger Tips.

In view of the "Boost Maine'
movement witli which Rockland is
now so definitely tied up, the follow
ing article from the pen of Arthur G
Staples, editor of tlie Lewiston Jour
nal. is timely. It Is headed “.Maine—
the Opportunity State."
• • • •
The first compilation of facts about
Maine published in this newspaper
about a year ago for which we were
from Kitchen
indebted to research! made by the
State Chamber of Commerce and Ag
Choose a Household and years of happi
ricultural League has been circu
lated all over the world.
ness are sure to follow. Spare moments
This is a second from the same
source, abstracted out of a longer
accumulate for the woman who owns one
and much more detailed statement of
facts by the State Chamber of Com
merce.
We issue, therefore, a sec
ond edition of "Maine the Opportu
nity State.” touching once again only
the high spots of the larger compila
tion.
We make no apologies for the
things omitted.
One can not give
everything in an article of this length.
It is about as much, however, as one
will read and digest In one article.
Our previous compilation dealt
chiefly with Maine geographically, in
population and in industry and agri
culture.
In manufacturing, pulp and paper
leads, cotton textiles second, boots
and shoes third, woolen-goods fourth
and lumber fifth.
There are 3.500
manufacturing plants in Maine. In
vested capital is $419,158,006; num
ber of employes 99,312, payroll an
nually $1 11,728,199; value of products
$456,821,783.
Lewiston leads in val
ue of products. Portland In number.
Lewiston's products are valued at
$30,000,000 and Auburn’s at $28,000,000, Portland's at $29,000,000.
In Agriculture, one-third of the
people of Maine are engaged in or
supported by agriculture.
Of the
48.214 farmers living in Maine all but
4.384 were born in the United States.
The total number of farms in Maine
is 48,227; average value per farm and
fiuiidings is $5,609: average value of
land per acre. $21.09; total value of
farm-property $270,526,783.
Call any time and see their fine improvements
Manes total potato crop In 1924
was 41,-175,000 bushels, on 135,000
acres.
Average yield per acre for
United Sta'es 124 bushels.
Average
yield in Aroortook, 308 bushels per
ROCKLAND & STONINGTON
acre.
Average output of eorn-packing factories in Maine is 1.652,000
cases of 21 cans each.
Farmers
i -ade last year an average of $70 ar
icre raising green peas for canneries.
Washington County holds world's
SOME 'LECTRIC LOCO
record for canned blueberry producIt has 750 blueberry growers
I The largest electric railway locomo I tion.
I with annual revenue of $1,000,000.
tive. built at East Pittsburgh, Pa.. Over 5,000 carloads of cream and milk
; for the Virginian Railroad, has been ere shipped out of Maine every year.
| given its first running test. This lo- We made 113,600 pounds of cheese In
Maine ought to be
which is built in three our factories.
AUTOMOBILE LEGAL ASSOCIATION •‘ eomotlvo,
doing three times "his amount Inside
parts,
is
the
first
of
12
ordered
by
Eastern Trust Bldg., Bangor
Est. 1907
,-f five yt-aic
There is a growing
Fidelity Bldg., Portland
the railroad for its $15,000,000 elec demand for Maine-raised wheat for
A. L. A. SERVICE It like air
trification project between Mullens. whcle wheal purposes.
Our apples
IT’S EVERYWHERE
One shipper
In New England and New Jersey
W. Va., and Roanoke, Va. The new are superior in flavor.
1400 garages, 300 attorneys
' giant is 152 feet long, weighs 1,275,- used 105,000 barrels for packing his
10 offices always ready.
Only $10.00 j '.too pounds, is rated at T.125 horse- ; own troii in 1924, and those of his
annually. Send name, address, make
| power, and eouid *i t? estimated. I neighbors.
of car and year of manufacture.
Maine is increasing in farni-popI haul a loaded freight train almost
Local Representative Wanted
i ulation in spite of what is being
two miies long.
I

Have a Sunny Spirit
Free

Worries

Stoning ton Furn.Co.

□□dee Brothers
SPECIAL

TDURINE CAR
Half the pleasure of buying a motor
car rests in the conviction that you
have exercised a sensible choice.
That pleasure is shared by every
Dodge Brothers purchaser—not alone
at the hour of purchase but ever
afterward.

His good judgment is confirmed by
everything that he continues to hear
about the car. and everything that it
i does.
Five Balloon

Tires

$985 f. o. b. Detroit, $1075 delivered

DYER’S

GARAGE

Rockland Dealers

said.
The tide of emigration has
•urned.
Only one county has put
out complete fan.i cen us reporia for
1925. This is Piscata mis
It s' ows
an increase of 213 o cupled faini*
since 1920 and a gain of $193,1*13 in
value of farms.
The total value of
farm-crop in Maine In 1920 (cen
sus reports) exceeded those of any
other New England .state.
Our
farms are less mortgaged than those
of any other of tho £1 Northern
states.
Maine has 430 granges with
a membership of over 79 000. Maine
is doing much for agric. lture.
The
Maine Agricultural Experiment Sta
tion is constantly busy.
It sent out
about 12,000 letters and pieces of lit
erature in 1924 all over the world
in response to queries.
• • • •

Maine has about 21 million acres of
land-surface. Of the 15 million
Is forestry-crop—timber and wtiod
lots.
We have about 25 billion
standing feet of soft woods (spruce,
fir, pine, hemlock, etc.) and about 3
billion feet <’f hard-woods.
The an
nual cut of lumber is one billion feet.
This is almost 20 acres of woodland
for each resident of Maine, largest
per capita forestry showing in the
Cnited States, east of the Rockies,
except Florida.
One concern, the
Gieat Northern Paper Co., has built
173 miles of perfect roads through
these forests, in Northern Maine. Re
forestation is going on.
The Du
Pont Powder Co. set out 123,000
white pine seedlings in 1924.
Many
other great companies are setting out
a tree for everyone that they cut.
• • • •
In education. Maine takes a proud
stand.
Rural school buildings are
being replaced by modern.
Total
enrollment of high schools with reg
istration of 24,694; 53 acadamies
with 5559. Maine has 6,438 teachers
of whom 793 are men.
Maine lias six-teacher training in
stitutions, in which there are 1,400
young people studying the technique
of the teaching profession.
It has
a state university, three colleges and
a theological seminary.
University of Maine, at Orono, has
an enrollment of 1,441 students:
Bowdoin College, at Brunswick 500;
Bates College at Lewiston, 632; Colby
College, at Waterville, 609.
The total amount expended In 1921
for maintenance of the public schools
was $7,415,f93.
The cost per capita
of educating a boy or girl through the
high school is $64.51 per year.
Of the faim population it high
school ages, 49.3 percent is enrolled
in high schools, compared wlthi 42.3
percent of the non-farm population
of the state.
• • • •

sllotone
lourTFolls

The Most Popular
Closed Car Ever Built

Mellotone, a flat oil paint,
has every quality that makes
for an ideal wall finish. It
comes in a variety of softtinted shades, and provides a
smooth velvety surface that
can be kept fresh and beauti
ful by washing with mild
soap and water.

In the Tudor Sedan, Ford dependability of chassis and engine,
are matched with an attractive, sturdy and unusually welldesigned body. It has many conveniences that only Ford
economy methods of production could make possible at the price.

MELLOTONE

The Tudor is a practical family car—which anyone can drive,
and which will give you pleasing and satisfactory service for
years. Ask a dealer to give you a demonstration. He will
gladly do so at your convenience.

Regardless of the present fin
ish of your walls, they can be
Mellotoned. Drop in and get
a color card and let us tell
you why this is the most eco
nomical and satisfactory
finish you can use.

H. H. CRIE & CO.

SEE THE NEAREST.
AUTHORIZED FORD DEALER

ROCKLAND, ME.

A GREAT BATTLE

Fundamentalists and Mod
ernists To Contest—Mr.
Bryan Takes a Hand.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
A great battle is pending between
the Fundamentalists and Modernists
ith W. J. Bryan, the noted funda
mentalist, on one side and Clarence
Darrow, a famous lawyer who was
conspicuous in the Orchard Heywood
case some years ago, on tlie other
side.
/
’
Down in Tennessee among the hills
and mountains a high school teacher,
T. Scope, with modern scientific
proclivities, is charged with ‘violating
the law against the teachings of evo
lution. The law prohibits the "teach
ing in' state supported schools of any
theory of the evolution of man from
lower forms of life."
As I understand it, the question is
Our fisheries are enormous and we
have great fish-canning industries ot not whether the doctrine of evolu
growing value.
Approximately 40.- tion is true, but whether or not II
000 residents of Maine are dependent should be taught in the schools sup
ported by public funds.
upon the sea and shore fisheries. Of
The Fundamentalists claim that man
these about 18,000 arc supported by
the lobster Industry.
The value of was a special creation of a personal
The Modernists claim that
sea and shore fisheries exceeds $10,- God.
man was developed by the laws and
000,000 annually.
forces of Nature, that he sprang
• » • •
from lower forms of life."
Highways: Maine has 25,000 miles
Practically Fundamentalism and
of highways. Of these 1,630 ar; what Modernism are sectarian creeds, and
is designated as State Highways. like other sectarian creeds should be
TEL. 333.
ROCKLAND
Over 1050 miles are of Improved kept out of schools supported by
highways. The expenditure to date public funds.
If it Is right to teach
has been over $13,000,000. In addi the doctrine of evolution in the
ordinary storm window should he with dropping boards and roosts on
tion Maine has 4.500 miles of state schools, then it is right to teach
HOUSING POULTRY
placed. During nights in winter and the north side of ihe pen. The nests
aid road of which about 1700 miles in the schools the idea of special cre
during severe storms sliding cur should lie placed along one end wall
are Improved at a cost of almost $10.. ations by a personal God.
If Funda
000,000. Over 4500 miles of highway mentalism or Modernism should be Some
Important
Points tains should lie arranged on the out and the feed and drinking dishes
are daily patrolled by highway police, taught to any extent in the schools, it
side of the house to cover these op along tlie othei wall allowing the en
Which Are Well To Con enings. The mbst satisfactory ar tire floor space for the hens.
by 500 patrolmen at a cost af $1,- would develop a spirit of sectarian
500.000 a year.
Automobile reglz- hate and prejudice unparalleled in
rangement is to have them slide up
sider. *
The cost of building is ono of the
in Maine 1924, 45,000,000 gallons. the history of our country. It would
and down on the outside of the largest items in the development of
Cost about $9,000,000 a year. This is be somewhat like the contro-versj’ on
If hens are to lay a large number house. Burlap is a satisfactory ma a poultry plant and the thing
more than it costs for all expenses of the school question between the
terial to use for curtains. Four which is desired is to produce tlife
running the state government— Catholics and Protestants, but mucli of eggs during the cold winter
square feet of floor space should be best results with the least overhead
schools and highways and all.
greater in magnitude
The follow months the houses in which they allowed per pen to provide tlie nec cost. The type of building here sug
• • • »
ing from The Outlook shows that the liv» must be comfortable and must
gested is economical in cost and has
essary room.
Recreational Industry: About 1.- spirit of vituperation and bitterness provide conditions which will keep
Tlie poultry house should lie fitted given wonderful success in Maine.
000.000 tourists visited Maine in 1924. is already manifesting itself:
them healthy in confinement.
If they spent $50 each, they spent 50
'The bitterness with which Mr.
The requisites of a satisfactory
millions of dollars.
Increase of tax Bryan will prosecute, if his services hen houses are simple and inexpen
able non-resident valuation in Main; are accepted, is indicated by his ut sive. The conditions necessary are
in ten years has been 300 percent. terances at a religious gathering at that the house be kept .dry, well
There are 165 summer camps in West Chester, Pa., where according to ventilated and free from drafts.
If persistent or habitual, a long train of more or less serious results may follow.
Maine for schools for boys and girls newspaper reports he referred tc These conditions are met in a most
Chronic constipation, headache, dullness, bad breath, poor complexion, are
with an enrollment of 7,500.
This scientists generally as 'dishonest practical way in what is known as
common manifestations of continued neglect of the morning habit.
number is estimated also as high as scoundrels, burrowing in the ground the open front poultry house.
IfNature is not doing its work, get a bottle of “L. F.”ATWOOD’S Medi
12,000 for 1925.
and stealing away the faith of your
In an open front house three sides
cine. Use a small dose after the evening meal, or on retiring, the results will
children.’
Very clearly preparationa of the pen are tight with an opening
There are nearly 300 public libra are making for a legal contest in in the south side to provide for the
be sure and gratifying. A clear head, bright eyes, an optimistic and alert mind
ries in Maine.
The State Library, which the lawyers for the prosecu necessary ventilation. In this way
are yours when your digestive organs act normally and regularly.
located in the Capitol at Augusta, tion will regard their opponents a.) the house is properly ventilated
Large bottles 50 cents. One or two teaspoonfuls is the average dose. All dealers have it
contains nearly 150,000 volumes for scoundrels, and will be regarded by without drafts and the open front
general reference.
It also conducts their opponents as fools.”
through which the sunshine can
L F. Medicine Ca, Portland, Me.
a traveling library system, through
Evidently the doctrine of evolution pass directly into the hen pen with
which communities may borrow fifty will eventually be accepted by the out passing through glass is bene
books at a time for mere cost of Church.
Evolution has a strong ficial to the birds. The depth of the
transportation.
hold on the Unitarian, the Universal- open front is an important feature
The list of Maine's sons and daugh ist and Congregational churches. because the deeper houses are
ters whose names are familiar in The leading scientists of the past warmer and the temperature is
American history includes: Henry W were evolutionists, including Huxley more uniform. They should not be
Longfellow, William Pitt Fessenden Tyndall, Darwin, Spencer and others. built narrower than 15 feet. A
James G. Blaine, Thomas B. Reed I think there was only one distin bouse deeper than this is preferable
Hugh McCulloch, William P. Frye, guished scientist of the nineteenth and popular depths at the present
Nelson Dingley, Neal Dow, Com century who believed in special cre time -ire from 20 to 24 feet. The
Prof. Agassiz was an inde height of the front side of the house
modore Edward Preble,, Commande: ations.
Robert E. Peary, Donald B. ifcMil- pendent, and claimed that the negro will be governed by the depth of
lan, Edgar Wilson Nye ("Bill Nye") ar.d the white man were special ere tlie house. In a house 16 to 18 feet
Charles H. Browne
("Artemus atlons.
deep the front should be 7 feet high.
Ward"), John D. Long, Kate Doug
It has been suggested that if the In a 20 foot hduse 744 feet high, and
las Wiggin, Lillian iNordica, Emma question "Did man spring from mon the house which is 24 feet deep the
Eames, Annie Louise Cary, Sarah keys?” were submitted to a vote, and front should be 8 feet in height.
Orne Jewett, Frank A. Munsey, Cy if the monkeys could vote, they would Tlie uneven pitched roof is used and
rus H. K. Curtis, Melville W. Fuller, votes In the negative with the Funda the back of the house should be 5
Elijah Kellogg, Gen. Joshua L. Cham
mentalists, as they would be ashamed feet in height.
berlain, Hiram S. Maxim. Hudson to own as relatives a race of beings
The amount of opening- in the
Maxim, Paul Akers, Franklin Sim
who annually commit more than 25,- front should be equal to one-tenth
000
'murders,
and
many
other
crimes
mons, Sir William Pepperell, Rufus
of the area ot the floor space. This
too numerous to mention.
While opening should begin at the plate
King, Lot M. Morrill. John F. Ste
men
are
too
proud
to
admit
that
they
and extending downward three feet.
vens, Wallace R. Farrington, and
hundreds of others.
sprang from monkeys, the monkeys It is made long enough to provide House Owner: I had this paint put on last year and look at it now.
If they could reason would be too the necessary amount of opening.
proud to acknowledge that their an On each side of this open space an Painter: It doesn't take long for the weather to show up poor
Maine has 2,262 miles of steam rail
ways and 51S miles of electric rail
cestors were responsible for the ex
paint.
ways.
The Maine Central operates istence of "such fools as we mortals
House Owner: But how was I to know it was poor paint?
I'm
1,469 miles of track in Maine; the be."
no
paint
expert.
In thO controversy between tbe
Bangor & Aroostook, 867 miles; Ca
nadian Pacific, 226 miles; Boston teachings of modern science and the
Painter: It doesn't take a paint expert to get reliable paint these
& Maine, 280 miles; Grand Trunk, theology of the past there should lie
days—just ordinaiy intelligence. For instance, you ought to
115 miles.
an open field and fair play.
Love,
know that there is a Company of paint experts that have been
Of Maine’s 16 counties, 10 arc on reason and argument should be tilt
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
making house paint for over fifty years; making it from accurate
weapons, and vituperation, bate and
tidewater or accessible to ocean-go
WALL PAPER
formulas, mixing and grinding it with powerful machinery; manu
revenge should be eliminated.
ing vessels by means of navlgabl
rivers.
C. A. Miller.
facturing every important ingredient; putting in just what all these
ELECTRIC LAMP8 AND
• ♦ ♦ •
Union, Me.
8UPPLIES
years of experience have taught them is the best. That Company
These are new compilations. Let'
THOMASTON, MAINH
is the Sherwin-Williams Company and the paint is known to us
"Style-show competition" wns an
get to work on them and make our
Tn*.R*tr
painters as SWP. ( Wouldn't you be safe in trusting such a paint?
selves familiar with them. It is as other name for the sixth annual
much a matter of education at home girls' clothing contest, under the
The painter is right, as we can prove by scores
auspices of the Texas State De
as information abroad.
Let’s hav
partment of Education, and open to
of house owners in this town.
If you want
Maine on every lip, everywhere,
is the Opportunity State in every all public schools in Texas maintain
your house to stay painted get SWP from us.
<a»
ing home economics departments.
sense.
All clothing .exhibited was the work
It takes 36000 yenrs. at the speed at of the girls and, through cooperawhich light travels, to see certalrt j tion of the Stale Mothers’ Congress,
PARK STREET, - ■ ROCKLAND
jt of film stars j prizes of silver and linen were pre
stars.
There are a lot

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.

Delayed Bowel Action Causes Trouble

He should have used SWP

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG

FRED S. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials

like that, too.—The Passing Show.

sented.
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ff. H. GLOVER CO.
ROCKLAND.

MAINE
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